Veterans Day recognized f orf irsttime in three years
ment that something had to be done
this year." He shared his; idea with
STAFF WRITER
Emmons, his class representative at
the time. "Lee was the on e who got it
Veterans Day was recognized at started. I was appointed class repreColby on Nov. il for the first time sentativ e due to a vacancy, and [we]
in three years thanks to Brad Curtis started making p lans for, this year."
Emmons said that
'07
and
Lee
this year's ceremoEmmons '07.
ny was approved by
"Whether it 's holPr esidents' Council
idays or lectures or
by a 28-0 vote.
events, we rely on
The cer em ony
the different instituwas held at 4 p.m. at
tio n s on camp u s to
the memorial- in
fi nd ways to present
front of Miller
those ev ents," said
Libra ry and was
Douglas Terp, assoattended by around
ciate vice president
30
or 40 students,
of administration.
f
aculty
, and staff.
B ecause of th is pol Emmons opened the
icy, it is up to the
ceremony and handstudents to organize
ed it ov er to
festiv ities fo r each
Catholic Chaplai n
holiday. As such,
Lee Emmons '07 Phil Tracy, who
some .holidays don 't
Class Representative ,
gave a simple
always get repreprayer. Assistant
sented when stu dent
Professor of Sociology Alec Campbell
interest in them is low.
"It came up last year—I read an spoke next, going over the history of
article in the Echo about it," Curtis Veterans' Day from its origin as a
said. Last year, no students participat- memorial to world peace after World
ed in a public VeteransDay ceremony. War I, to when it achieved n ation al
"Only a couple m embers of [Colby 's] holiday status in 1936, to when it was
staff had done something, they laid a changed to honor all veterans in 1953.
Campbell reca ll ed a speech m ade
few flowers."
"It wasn't a slight [to veterans], it about the hol iday by, President Flowers were p laced as.students and staff gathered around the f lagpolelast
was j u st an ad m in istrat ive fluke," Franklin Roosevelt in 1936: "Let us
Emmons added later. "They didn 't reconsecrate ourselves to the task of
have demand for it amongst students." creating an en during peace so that ¦its fairly easy because it 's not us. to remember this day," she said afterH e n ot ed that M ailro om Services their [veteran s'] efforts shall not have Families are being affected." Tracy ward. "I'm glad Colby did this." Other
Supervisor Louis Huard organized the been in vain." Huard said a few wor ds closed the talk w ith a few words and a students in attendance agreed. "I can't
imagi n e what it 's like to be out there
staff ceremony last year. "I was disap- on his own experiences with war, moment of silence.
Jennifer Anderson '07 played taps in a war—to be shot at—that's why I
pointed that the event passed by unno- emph asizi ng the grie f that families
ticed by the student body," Curtis said.- feel when a son or daughter is lost to as the sun went down. "I thi n k it 's think we should honor the holiday,"
"That's when we first had the senti- war. "When we see that on the n ews, reall y important that everyone pause Tim Williams '08 said.

New Director of
Housing joins staff

By CHAD FREDERICK

By BEN HERBST
ASST. NEWS. EDITOR

. Kim Cheah '99 was recently hired

to fill th e position of Director of
Housing at Colby. Chea h had been
workin g at The Woodstock School

It wasn't a slight
[to veterans], it
was just an
administrative
fluke. They didn't have
demand for it
amongst students.
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"I don't know why they d idn 't have
it [last year], I think it's a shame.

Especially this year. We've got soldiers over in Fallujah giving everythi n g they 've got . We n eed to sho w
our respect," Chris R ies '05 said.

Co^by to work v^sth hiqli sclioo! on cyrncuSym
By KATIE HA.MM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Colby College and Waterville
Senior High School will work together over the next few years to improve
the social studies curriculum at
Waterville Senior High School.
A $150,000 grant from the Arthur
Vining Davis Foundation will be
used to revamp the curriculum in the
department, including a broad, global perspective in history and civilization courses, according to a
press release about the collaboration. Six high school social studies
teachers will have the opportunity to
take Colby courses related , to their
disciplines and will work with faculty members at the College on revis-

ing their curriculum. The high
school teachers will also receive
advice on integrating technology
and new software into their courses.
Additionally, the grant will provide
for a replacement teacher at the high
school for three years to permit the
intensive professional development.
WSHS
Principal ' Chris
Hoilingsworth noted that high school
social studies curriculum typically
focuses on solely American and
fiuropeanj iistory, but this is problematic; "The reason , it's so important is
because of, the .changing 'world that
we're in now; I don't think anybody
could argue that we're not in a globalized . vvorld , at: this ¦ point,"
Hoilingsworth said. "I think it's important for us to educate kids the best we
can, to bo able to show them that

I think anytime
that Colby is
doing something of this
sort ..it 's a great
thing and a sort
of service learning for teachers.
Elizabeth Leonard
History Department Chair

before they get in to high school. It's
important to be able to show our students the histoiry of the whole world so
they can get tin idea nnd better under-

New cinema in Waterville opens
its doors on Friday, November 19
By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Flagship Cinemas, Inc. will open a
movie theater on Friday, Nov. 19 at
247 Kennedy Memorial Drive , in the
Shaw's Plaza. The theater will feature
eight screens, stadium-style seating
and digital surround-sound, Tickets
will be $8 for adults and $6 for children, seniors and matinees, Flagship
Cinemas owns theaters in Maine ,
Massachusetts and Maryland,
A ribbon-cutting ceremony will be
held at 9:30 n.m. on Friday morning at
the site. To celebrate the opening,
Flagship will be holding n "Dive for
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Prizes" event on Saturday, Nov. 20, A
grand opening tradition , participants
take a plunge into a kiddy swimming
pool filled with popcorn for the
chance to win a variety of prizes.
Other events were held prior to the
official opening, including charity
screenings to benefit the Watcrville
Boys and Girls Club and Dig Brothers
Dig Sisters of Kennebec Valley,
"Tho company is thrilled about it.
Everyone hns been so enthusiastic,"
said Anno Gucrtin , a spokesperson
for Flagship.
The addition of a large movie theater is expected ,to have a positive
impact on the Watcrville area, snid
Kim Lindlof, president and CEO of
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the Mid-Maine Chamber of
Commerce. "They plan to employ
somewhere between 21 to 30 employees,- so that 's certainly a positive
impact on the region. We're excited to
have a theater back in the community,
particularly parents of teenngers;
those of us in thnt category arc
extremely excited not to have to either
drive our kids to Augusta or to have
them do it on their own," Lindlof said.
A lloyts Cinema was previously
located on Kennedy Memorial Drive,
but thnt cinema closed in 2002.
Before the opening of Flagship,
Railroncl Square Cincinn was tho only
Continued on Page 2

stand the world when they're out in it."
According to the press release, one
of the major goals of the project is to
significantly revise the introductory
world history course at the high
school, moving from one that focuses
largely on European history to one that
is global in scope. The project will also
provide valuable enhancements for the
school's recently created Advanced
Placement world history course,
Hoilingsworth said that teachers at
the high school , have positively
received the collaboration with Colby.
The project will affect more than
just WSHS; it will have impact across
the state of Maine,.' as travel stipends
are provided so that the teachers may
share the results of the WSHS project
with other Maine teachers. ;
"This collaboration is part of

Diversi t y survey resul t s in aft er large response
By BEN HERBST
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Director of Institutional Research
Mark Freeman recently delivered the
results of a survey that he completed
last March based on responses from
Colby students, (acuity and staff, The
survey included results from nearly
half -of the student body and twothirds of the stnfr, totaling 1 ,357
respondents. This was Freeman 's first
study conducted within an organization , although ho hns administered
numerous surveys for academic
research in his career,
'Freeman said he was impressed
with the number of respondents at
Colby. Even if some people did not
agree with tho nature of the survey,
which some noted in their responses,
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thoy still responded to the questions.
"If there isn 't some huge incentive,
which in this .case there wasn 't, there
isn't usually a huge response, however wc got a larg e response,"
Freeman said.
This survey, the first of its kind at
Colby, was designed to assess the succcssfulncss of campus initiatives to
address diversity issues, These initiatives arc based on goals from Colby's
diversity statement, The two goals
are: "to educate humane, thoughtful ,
and engaged persons prepared to
respond to the challenges of nn
increasingly diverse and global society and to the issues of justice dint
arise therein; and lo foster a fully
community,
inclusive
campus
enriched by persons of different races,
Continued on Page 2
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Colby's commitment to civic engagement and community service. It is a
way of sharing our faculty resources
to make a difference in the larger
Waterville
community,"
said
Professor of History James Webb, Jr.,
the project director. "The administrators and faculty. a\ the Waterville
Senior High School and at Colby
worked together to design the grant
proposal , and we are very excited
about the Arthur Vining Davis grant."
"I think anytime that Colby is
doing something of this sort in which
we offer valuable resources to the
community it's a great thing, and a
kind of service.learning for teachers," said John J. arid Cornelia V.
Gibson Associate Professor of
History and History Department
Chair Elizabeth Leonard .
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in India.
Originally from Malaysia, she is
excited to be back at Colby. Cheah
said Main e is the closest place to
home for her in the United States. She
is also ex cited abou t the changes that
hav e been m ade on campu s sin ce her
graduation five , years ago. Many of
the residence halls have beeri renovated since 1999. More importantly, she
feel s the campu s is more act iv e than it
ever had been in the past. Since
return i ng to Col by, she has n oticed
that there are far more events for students, especially on the weekends.
The breadth of activities has
increased greatly.
As a first-year at Colby, Cheah
served on the committee overseei ng the developme nt of the
Anthony-Mitchell-Schupf
residence hall. Throughout her four
yea r s at Colby she p layed on the
women's tennis team.
After leaving Colby, Cheah lived in
Manhattan for three years an d then
moved to the Himalayas in India.
Durin g this t im e she worked for The
Woodstock School. While at the
school she wor ked p r i m arily on
fu n draisi n g for the school 's cap ital
campaign. She also worked as the tennis coach and an advisor to students.
"I found my calling . (it [the]
Woodstock [School]," Cheati said. ' ''I
want to work in schools for the rest of
my life."
Cheah has started to reacquaint
herself with Colby by taking tours
with the hall staffs of the different residence halls and will continue doing
so. One thing that she has already
n ot i ced is t hat cable tele vi si on ha s
changed the dynamic of dorm life.
Cheah was a senior when cable was
first available in students rooms; previously it was only accessible in the
dorm lounges.
"I think the best part of dorm life is
the interaction between upper and
lower classmen," Cheah said.
Students seem to be more isolated: in
their rooms and don't utilize the dorm
common areas when in the dorms,
according to Cheah. .
In a recent e-mail to all students,
Senior Associate Dean of Students
Paul Johnston wrote, "Kim 's immediate responsibilities include the management of room changes, room
assignments for the mid-year freshmen, and coordination of' housing
assignments for returning juniors and
sophomores who have studied elsewhere this fall." Next semester she
will coordinote all aspects of room
draw and tho many and varied lotteries that the process entails.
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Kim Cheah '99 has returned to
Colby as Director of Housing.
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THEATRES: Hor cinema to open on KMD
Continued From Page 1
theater in town. Railroad Square has
been in Waterville for 26 years and
has three screens.
Lindlof hopes that the opening of
Flagship does not negatively impact
Railroad Square.
"They certainly fill a niche and
they, too are an asset; we certainly
hope it [the opening of Flagship]
doesn't have a negative effect on
them," Lindlof said.
Yet Alan Sanborn, co-manager of
Railroad Square, expressed concern
: about the new theater in the city.
"Now there will be 11 screens in
Waterville, which is way more than
we believe Waterville can support,"
Sanborn said.
Other problems
may exist for
; -.1, ....i! .. ,j i L i i ¦
...-• _ J ¦ j_ : :. -.., ' . . I :ij>_ !.;i-.i.i •
i Railroad Square now m terms of eomj peting for access to . films. "The prob: lenn "is that our distribution company
will only give their film to one theater
in the area. What that means is that
there
are going to be times that we
.
1 want to show a film that we won't be
i able to because they'll go to Flagship,"
; Sanborn said. He explained that this
will likely h app en because Fla gship is
a chain and they are able to compete

Germany is not as rebellious and in the Love Parade. The Love Parade
aggressive as it may seem. "[The Love is a demonstration. It started in '89
STAFF WRITER
Parade] became basically a big cele- before the wall came down." Graf said
that the initial logo
bration , for.; peace,
of the parade was
..; The German department faculty not just- about elec"Friede,
music.
In
Freue,
tronic,
assembled in Lovejoy 213 on Nov.
v
Eierkuchen,"
the
Berlin
you
have
or
11 to present a guest from
"Peace,
Happiness
living
Middlebury College. Roman Graf possibility of
,
and Pancakes," pangave a lecture entitled "The Love your own life. You
cakes being there
Parade: Disco, Techno, Hetero, have to be tolerant.
ostensibly to repreHomo, Subculture, Mainstream". It's really a whole
sent an end to world
Graf is a native German and is an cultural movement."
hunger. Each year
Graf
agreed. '
associate professor of German and
since 1989,. the
dean for diversity at Middlebury. He "When people hear
parade has taken on
also teaches several other courses of the Love Parade a
different slogans,
covering subjects such as queer the- lot of people think
including
"Love
ory and the history of sexuality.
it's a gay pride
Roman Graf Rules,". "Access
The lecture began with a recording march. That's what
Middlebury College Associate
Love," "Your house
of an interview with Paul van Dyk, it's not." Graf
Professor of German
is my house" and
recently ranked the #2 techno DJ in explained that the
"We are the future."
Germany. Van Dyk addressed techno Love Parade is a celGraf stressed the
culture in Germany: "It' s not just ebration of techno
about the music, there's a certain way music and a huge part of German cul- different perception of techno music
of writing,there are fashion designers, ture. "Techno is done in clubs, it's a in Germany and.greater Europe comit's all developed through the same club atmosphere," he said, emphasiz- pared to that in the United States.
sort of cultural roots." Van Dyk went ing a social, unify ing aspect of the "Over there, they say, 'This is the new
on to explain that techno culture in music. "There is a political intention music, it's electronic, it's new technol-
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better in the bidding process for films,
which often involves how long a theater is .planning to run the film. With
three screens compared to eight,
Sanborn said, Railroad Square runs the
risk of losing a significant amount of
money if they keep a film that is not
doing well financially. Railroad
Square did see an increase in business
after the close of Hoyts, Sanborn said,
partly because of the films that were
suddenly available to them.
"I think we'll keep the regular customers but a lot of the times there
aren't enough of them to really keep
us going," Sanborn said. "For us it's
always been peaks and valleys; a lot
of it's seasonal. We're just worried
that it's going to be harder and harder
to hit those peaks that we depend on.
Our mission has always been tp show
really .'good', fifrn s,. ,aJn,d.„that's., what
we're continuing to do."
'
Sanborn emphasized that Railroad
Square is not ceding any ground
because of the addition of Flagship.
"I don't want to leave you with the
impression that we're throwing the
towel in, but it will be more difficult,
and it's always been difficult. It's a
small market and it's competitive,"
he said.

When people
hear of the Love
Parad e a lot of
people think it 's
a gay pride
march. That 's
what it 's not .
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institutional belonging," Freeman said.
At the end of the responses to the
10 questions, four maj or themes an d
conclusions are presented. The first
conclusion is tha t no groups are
monolithic. The survey also concludes that sexual orientation/gender is th e most
challenging issue at
Colby. Thirdly, class

gender identities, ethnicities, nationalities, economic backgroun d s, ages,
abilities, sexual orientation, political
beliefs, and spiritual values."
The full result
of the survey is
available at the
Colby Diversity
website. The survey rep orted that
the college is making
p ro gress
towards ah eventual goal , yet still has
a long way to go.
Results from the
survey are grouped
into 10 questions.
Mark

One of the most
positive things
was there did
seem to be an
agreement
about what life
is like at Colby.

issues receive less

attention at Colby.
And finally, the
fourth conclusion is
that students who arc
in the majority have
experienced strongly
different issues with
diversity than students in the minority.
"One of the most
Freeman
There are four
positive thin gs was
Director of Institutional Research
broad areas that
there did seem to be
the survey is orgaan agreement about
nized under: race/ethnicity, sex , sexu- what life is like at Colby. That is the
al orientation , nnd class.
most positive thing," Freeman said.
One response to a question said that
In order to make chan ges based on
two-thirds of students on campus feel this survey, groups (it Colby will work
they are comfortable to talk about with a Diversity Oversight Team to
diversity. About four in five students choose the best method of creating
feel that the College is doing a good more understandin g. This team is
job to raise awareness about issues on looking for questions and/or comcampus and two-thirds of those sur- ments about the survey and what
veyed felt the College docs a good job should be done. According to the surof responding ' to issues that arise. vey, there will bo a discussion about
However,' 40 percent of those sur- the results in tho future.
veyed said some Colby policies arc
Executive Assistant to tho President
discriminatory based on social class.
Sally Baker is the Chair of the
The study found that four in five Diversity Oversight Team. "[The
students feel that extracurricular orga- DiVersityOversight Team] will be disnization^ are welcoming to all stu- cussing the survey results and what, if
dents,, ' regardless of the ' student's nny, response the College ouglit to
background. Sports teams were found have to its fimlings. We are very interested in student opinion , as well as in
to be slightly less welcoming,
"[In survey responses] thoro were faculty and staff opinion," Bnkor said.
examples of overt discrimination , but
tho biggest differences were in regard to

We continue our occasional look back to, the past with this article that
appeared on the f r ont page of the Echo ih : 1933. If you think winters on
Mayflower Hill are boring today, check out what students did for entertainment during the depths of winter in Depression-era Waterville: mustachegrowingcontests.
In ordet that the Student Council Gym Dance alias the Flunkers Frolic
which is to be run Saturday evening, February 4th may be a very colorful
affair the ECHO announces that it will award prizes to those members of the
men's division who appear at said dance with the best growth of whiskers.
Whether yours are black, brown or red you are eligible to enter this contest
of contests.
Many are the feminine hearts that will flutter when Colby's bewhiskered
gentry glide over the floor (or stumble if you will) to the tune and strains of
an orchestta doing its best to blast away the blues from flunker 's hearts.
Mindful of the fact that all are not endowed with the same fertility in the
vicinity of the chin we suggest that each fraternity choose , its champion and
place him in competition and let the brothers back him to the limit.
In this contest there should be men from Roberts and Hedman Halls. No
freshman should shave when an opportunity to display masculinity like this presents itself. Let your beard blow, in the wind and make;all Foss Hall tremble!,.-!
Remember that the ECHO promises to reivard-the youth grpwing;the.mosty
handsome, most manly and barbarous beard with a -yajuable prize. There will
also be an attractive second prize which no one will sneeze at.

ECHO FILE PHOTO

Another blast f r o mthe past: this snowman graced the quad in J 949.
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Waterville
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Security and hall staff attempt to
find the culprits when damage is
NEWS EDITOR
caused and hope that those responsible come forward, but Johnston estiResidents of Marriner Hall got mated they can only assign blame for
quite a surprise last weekend when damage about 10 percent of the time.
someone rode a kayak down a short Any unclaimed damage is split
set of stairs in the lobby and through amongst the residents in a hall and, if
the large front window. Unfortunately the damage is above $10 per person,
for them, they will likely get quite a added to their tuition statements at the
bill in a few months time if the culprit end of each semester. "The College
cannot be identified.
accepts the fact that $10 per person
That incident was just one example and below is what we would say is the
of the hundreds of instances of dorm price of doing business," Johnston
damage that occur in residence halls said.
each year. When the Physical Plant
For the past few years, students
Department finds, or a security officer have been able to view dorm damage
or student reports, an
charges in their
instance of damage
dorm and across
caused by vandalism
campus through the
to the dorms, they
Dean of Students
attempt to fix it
website. That feaquickly. If the damture has not been
active <?soofar "this
.&§£; •!!£ : .bey.ond .the
capabilities of iPPD.
year- while< ,_he i systhey, need to call in a
tem is being upgradlocal contractor to do
ed, 'but should be
the work. That was
operational again
soon and will be
the case in Marriner
last weekend, when a
updated weekly.
Hall staff are
local glass company
exempt from paying
needed to replace the
Paul Johnston dorm
damage
pane, resulting in a
Senior Associate Dean of charges. Johnston
bill that Senior
Students said this rule is in
Associate. Dean of
Students
Paul
place . because, hall
staff are responsible
Johnston estimates
will be several hundred dollars.
for helping to find who caused the
When PPD or a contractor fix es any damage. "They've got the unenviable
d orm dama ge, the bill is sent to the task of doing that dirty work,"
Dean of Students Office , where it is Johnston said.
The current system of assigning
kept track of by dorm and totaled each
semester. Some students have com- d amage has been in place for some
plaine d of inflated charges, but years now, but evolved out of similar
Johnston sai d PPD charges onl y to earlier systems. One earlier system
cover the costs of material and labor. involved students ¦paying a damage
Some d ama ge charges may seem deposit at the beginning of the year
inconsistent across dorms, but and then being refunded the balance at
Johnston said this is because some the end of the year. There were severseemin gly similar items may cost dif- al problems with this system, though.
ferent amounts. Exit signs, for exam- It cost too much to administrate this
ple, cost far more to replace in dorms system to make it worthwhile for the
that have been recently renovated, like small amounts of money usually
Foss, than in older d orms , such as involved. Another problem with this
system was that it may have actually
those on Roberts Row,
Some offenses have a flat rate that caused damage as the end of the
is also intended as a fine. Any vomit semester approached when students
cleanup is $50, a propped door is $100 who paid the deposit but didn't cause
and a false fire alarm is $500. Damage any damage throughput the year
caused in conjunction with a regis- would punch a hole in the wall or
tered party in a dorm is charged to the break a win d ow to "get their money's
worth," Johnston said.
sponsor of the event. , .

By BRAD KASNET

DIVERSITY: Sumyrevealsattitudes of students, faculty and staff towards di versity
Continued From Page 1

ogy, it represents the futufe-'we are the
future.' It's a youth movement, it's
people coming together for peace and
love." . . .
During his 1 lecture, a slide show of
images from past love parades ran in
the background. The images were
very positive. They were full of
happy young men and women in
strange and imaginative costumes,
most of them - topless; v kissing,
embracing, often on stages or platforms in front of crowds of others.
Paraders and policemen playfully
shot water guns at each other.
After the presentation,'., a student
asked Associate Professor of German
Ursula Reidel-Schrewe whether or not
the Love Parade defined a new
German pride.; She disagreed. "[The
Parade is] about love, about peace and
unity." She said it was a way for
German youth to take their minds off
of the guilty history of nationalism in
their country. "It's about a new
unity—about Europe as a whole."
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Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Nature:
Vandalism
Medical Response
', ' , Medical Response
, Auto Accident
1
Citation
Citutioi.
Citation
Citations (2) : : '
Citatiori
Vandalism
Citation
Medicnl Response
Medical Response

Date:
11/8/04
11/11/04
11/11/04
¦
11/11/04
11/11/0 4
11/12/04
11/12/04
' U/13/04' '
11/13/04
' 11/14/04
11/14/04
11/14/04
11/14/04

Time:
10:28 p.m.
2:41 p.m.
2:49 p.m.
5:33 p.m.
11:42 p.m.
12:02 a.in.
1:32 a.m. '
12:20 ri,m.
11:45 a.m.
12:41 n,m.
1:05 a.m.
1:25 n.m ,
3:08 a.m.

Location :
Roberts Lot
Lovejoy Hall . .
Athletics
Hillside Lot
The Heights
. : Outside Hillside

Woodman Hall

The Heights
The Heights
Mnrrlncr Hall
Outside The Heights
Dnnn HnU
Clinpol Lot

Disposition:
WTVL Police
Health Center
Health Center
Security
Denns Office
Deans Office
Denns Office

Comments:
4 tires slashed on tlie Security cruiser.
Illness.
,
Illness.
, Minor damage found to vehicle. '
Drug violation.
Open container.
Possession of college properly.
Deans Office ' .
Underage consumption.
Dod os Office
. Underage consumption. .
Denns Office , ,
, Broken window.
Denns Office
Open container.
' Alcohol.
Deans Office
Deans Office
Alcohol.

New optiort Jp t First-Year Sapper Seminar
or HTML-based PowerPoint-style presentations accompanied by audio lecSTAFF WRITER
tures. Chapters focus on either the
effects of alcohol on the human body or
There is now a new way for first- the connections between alcohol and
y ear stu dents to fulfil l their welln ess social entertainment.
: Completed AlcoholEdu reports
requirement on the Internet.
Vice President for Student Affairs were accepted from Sept. 15 to Oct.
and Dean of Students Janice 15, good for exactly one First Year
Kassman sent out an e-mail to the Supper Seminar credit. However,.sevclass of 2008 on Sept. 15 detailing a eral first-years interviewed found the
new way to fulfill the First Year course itself to be of little or no value.
Supper Seminar (FYSS) require- "I think it was pointless," said Ivan
ment—"an online, non-opinionated Balbuzanov '08. "The information in
alcohol prevention program," she AlcoholEdu has become really redunwrote in the e-mail. It is called dant. Like, half of the FYSS events are
Alcohol E du, created by the priv ate about alcohol. Most of the lecturers
corporation Outside the Classroom.
don't have anything new to say about
The course is essentially a lesson on alcohol, so I didn 't learn iariything
the. negative and positive effects of from AlcoholEdu. It didn 't chan ge my
alcohol on-the health of college stu- mind about drinking." Andrei Roman
dents. There was some ambiguity in the '08 agreed. "I just pressed play, then
program's goals, however; the sales went and did my homework. I already
tagline of the program is "The Standard knew 90 percent of the things and the
i n Alcohol Prev ention," yet during the other . 10 percent !disagreed with."
course, one of the lecturers tells the stu- Roman scored an 85 percent on the
dent , "We have no desire to try to con- exam, easily passing, desp ite sayin g h e
vince you not to drink." The course ignored most of the course.
itself consists of about fi ve "chapters,"
The course itself spent at least 20 of
By CHAD FREDERICK

its 150 total minutes stressing that
choices about alcohol were the students' to make and that "this course
doesn't try to make th ose decision s
[about when to drink] for you." While
AlcoholEdu still taught ni-unly the
negative effects of alcohol on people,
there were a few lecture sections that
included reasons why students might
want to drink.
The AlcoholEdu course was constructed so that, depending upon
which choices students made in the
survey at the beginning of the test, the
course's lecturers would say different
things to the student. One student
described himself as a non-drinker at
the beginning of the test and reported
that the prerecorded lecturers prai sed
him often for it.
Outside the Classroom, the company
that produces AlcoholEdu, describes
itself as un affili ated with the alcohol
industry. The AlcoholEdu program,
developed in association with Mothers
Against Drunk Driving (MADD), is
currently u sed at over 350 colleges an d
universities, as well as many n ational
fraternities and sororities. AlcoholEdu

is also the first patented on line alcohol
prevention program.
A press release on Outside the
Classroom's website quotes Andy
O'Brien, executive director of Zeta
Psi Fraternity of North America, Inc.,
the first Greek organization to implement AlcoholEdu, as saying, "We've
had AlcoholEdu for three years 'now.
Since we've been using the course, we
have had significant reductions in liability claims related" to alcohol. This
drop in incidents can be attributed to
our, members making more informed
decisions about alcohol and potentially risky behaviors."
the prograrri's sales-end website
says, "Our line of AlcoholEdu courses
incorporates proven prevention strategi es with essential , science-based
alcohol education. When given to
entire populations—a whole grade or
an entire Greek organization chapter— AlcoholEdu has been shown to
reduce - consumption levels and the
negati ve behaviors associated with
hi gh-risk drinking."

Environmental historian,author speaks at Colby
only solution." He later said, "nature
is the place from which we came, but
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
so is history, we owe them both an
equal amount of study."
William Cronon, the Fredr ick
According to Cron on, the word
Jackson Turner Professor of History, "nature" is a human idea. Different
Geography, and Environmental m an ifestations of the word nature
Studies- at. the University of appear on the planet. He went on to
Wisconsin, M adis on , discu ssed the explai n that there is a du alism i n the
ev olving relationship between envi- word nature. There are two possible
ronmental history and environmental- meanings, either n ature is everythi n g
ism at the IBM Lecture held Nov. 11 or nature is everything that manki nd is
in a packed Olin 1. The event was co- not. Commonly, when using- the word
spon sored by the Science, Technology, nature, people tend to drift from one
an d Society Sem inar Series an d the meaning to the other. Cronon does not
Environmental Studies Department.
feel this is problematic , though , "I
His lecture was an outgrowth of his bel ieve the word n atu re explain s on e
essay, "The Trouble with Wilderness of those profound dualisms. We can
or, Getti ng Back to the Wron g gain a lot from that paradox." He
Nature," and he exp lai ned that h e was explai ned the strange u sage of the
going to "offer a series of theses th at word nature, saying that good an d bad
are 14 elements of what I would label action s are only ascribed to people,
human environmentalism."
not nature.
t. i 'Crononnought to explore 'the relaIn his lectu-e '-i Cfohbh'^exf-laifted
tion ship ^bet ween culture tend 'nature -utfiatkhere-is^io '.'natural 5' or'''unnaturbecause, "nature is all we have got, we al", way for, humans to live and .that
are1 never apart from it" an d beca u se peop le nev er lea v e'the circles of culthe protection of nature is about ture or language.
changing human culture and it
Another point Cronon stressed was
requires a knowledge of both. that nature will react to what humans
"Culture is certainly the center of any do and always survive; humans, howenvironmental problem on this plan- ever, may not. "Whatever we do will
et," he explained, "but [culture] is the be fine with nature—the point is it will
By BEN HERBST

not be fine with us." He did
mention that m any of the
consumptions necessary for
life today are not sustainable.
Cronon attacked theories
promoting non-usage of land
in order to prevent consumption of nature. "We need to
resist uses of n ature that are
ev il , but use alone is not
evil," he said. In his remarks
he denounced the notion that
m ankind has in flected
enough damage on the planet to result in eventual apocalyptic events.
Cron on acknowledged
that diverse and conflicti n g
feelings towards nature
NOAH BALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO
reflect the complex ity of the
Professor William Cronon delivers his lecissue and no idea is worthture on human environmentalism on Nov 11.
less. "The rancher and the
logger know different things
about 'rtature than''the i hike'r 1 a'Hd the the' importance of wise' use' as opposed
kayaker ' and Vicei versa;"J he' sai'd:' He to'UskOr 'rtohiuSb. '1^' '-''"' '• -••'^
;
did explain that our Own inattention is
After the lecture, Cronon . fielded
part of the problem and that city arid questions from the audience. Cronon
wilderness are seen in opposition, holds degrees from Yale University and
when they shouldn't be.
Oxford and has been a Rhodes Scholar,
The lecture concluded with his Dan forth Fellow, Guggenheim Fellow
propositions on what must be done. and MacArthur Fellow.
"We need to imagine a just and beautiful harvest," Cronon said, stressing

Servicelearning offers experience f o rstudents
By MINDY FAVREAU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

any discipline , she said. Its mission
is to educate students, and if it's done
well, it can be a really powerful education tool."
Currently, there are service-learning courses offered in American studies, economics, chemistry, sociology,
education and other disciplines that
have formed partnerships in the local
and state communities. Students in
these courses work with organizations
like the Alfond Youth Center, the
South End Learning and Teen Centers,
public schools and the Waterville and

It might not be a new way to get out
of the Colby bubble, but it's one that's
becoming increasingly popular with
students, staff and faculty alike,
That concept is service-learning, a
national movement that started in the
1980s and has steadily been gaining
attention, which tics academic learning to real world experience.
"They are academic courses in
which students are engaged in some state governments.
way with work in the community,"
The Goldfarb Center hopes to keep
explained L. Sandy Maisel, Director expanding these offerings every year,
of the Goldfarb Center for Public and list courses that fall under the serAffairs and Civic Engagement and vice-learning definition as such in the
William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of course catalog, which is currently not
Government "The work helps the clone, Maisel said. He added that the
community and is directly related to Center hopes to expand its research
the academic basis of the course."
and internship opportunities with
Service-learning lias been going on community partners as well,
for a number of years, in classes such
Zncamy Professor of English Peter
as Clara C. Piper Professor of Harris, has been using the service-learnEnvironmental
Studies
David ing concept in his classes for a number
Firmage 's BI493: Problems in of years, and has found his students'
Environmental Science, where students experiences to be "transformative."
perform an analysis of water quality on
"It takes advantage of students' idelakes in the region and report their find- alism," Harri s said. "It grants students
ings to lakes associations and the more personal and intellectual authorDepartment
of
Environment ity, and for some of them who arc
Protection, Service-learning has been totally engaged, it becomes a pnrt of
used in English, education nnd theatre thoir identity,'?
and dance classes as well,
Colby Cares About Kids, the volThe creation of the Goldfarb Center unteer mentoring program that pairs
last year, which will coordinate ser- Colby students with children in the
vice-learning efforts, has helped to community, begun as a service-learnmake these courses a more permanent ing project for one of Harris 's
and extensive part of academics,
Englisli classes,
• "Tho opportunity with the Goldfarb
Associate Professor of Education
Center is a good fit ," said Alice Elliot, Mark tnppnn does most of his serthe assistant director of community
im_cnnrain. -iJ»_rrniTffl. gwaw -i - .ij. ^^
outreach and programming for the
Goldfarb Center, Elliot wns hired this
fall to help Colby build its relationships
SAVE $100 PER ROOM
\vith the community and provide pro- Clip & Send or Uso Coda;PRMMG Onllno
Cimwllu umlilniil will, »n» alluf tiflir ,II00oil bind on nuiJ
lessors with the resources they need to (aom.Onlyvt lid |WiWHJ|Uti|MW_|M|l|pi<IfIIUHMHIPPW _
ftrtiipi will . ImwPHPHfV
liH fl riH il -.. IMM'1111
iiiluoitHtiii n MltlHi iIt 1MP1
II
Y ' Wll. Xll -B
construct service-learning courses,
4IW.00I ,
Bff ^•\ *JyKrArWJ^ffLtIM
"Nationally, I've seen it work in

vice-learning in ED215: Children
and Adolescents in Schools and
Society, where students work in trie
Alfond Youth Center and the South
End Teen and Learning Centers for
two to three hours a week, helping
counselors with activities,

local classroom, usually working oneon-one or with a small group pf students on reading, math or other areas
and occasionally teaching a lesson to
the entire class.
"It's a two-way street," Tappan
said. "It's not just doing good work,
There's real , learning that occurs
when the students get out in the community, and they arc often really
changed by it."
Chris Hoffman '07 is in ED23 1,
and works in a first grade classroom at
the James H, Bean School in Sidney,
helping students with their reading
skills and teaching the class's math
lesson every Wednesday.
"I am often amazed at how much
stuff the teacher has to be doing, and
how much I can actually help the
class," Hoffmatvsaid.
Leslie Peterson '07, who's also in
ED231, works with third-graders at
that elementary school ns well , where
Mark Tappan
she
usually works with one student
Associate Professor of Education
who might need particular attention
that day. She also eats lunch with the
children and goes outside with them
"The idea is to give them a gener- for recess.
al sense of service, and build relaFor her, the work she docs in the
tionships with kids in the school is a way to sec the theories discommunity," Tappan snicl. "Every cussed in class turned into practice.
kid can benefit from a relationship
"I enn apply what I learn in class to
with a college student. "
real life situations ," she said. "It's
Tappan also tenches ED231: convinced me oven more thnt I want to
Teaching for Social Justice, where stu- be a teacher, and I can imagine doing
dents work for five hours n week in a this for the rest of my life."

There's real
learning that
occurs when
the students
get out in the
community,
and they are
often really
changed by it.
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Who 's Who

Mewn McConnell^
By KATIE FULLER
FEATURES EDITOR

Devon
McConneilGordon '05 is probably
one of the most versatile
students at Colby. Besides
being a unique biology
and art studio double
major, she also has
nationally ranked biatnlete and fly-fisher to add
to her long list of titles.
McConnell-Gordon
arrived at Colby in the
spring of her first year after
studying,abroad'in Dijon,
tMNA EISENBERG/ THE COLBY ECHO
France. Unlike most stuDevon
McConnell-Gordon
'OS.
dents, she experienced the
terrorist
attacks
of
September 11 overseas. "The day it
An interest in architecture has
happened, people were yelling to us also helped her combine the two;;
in broken English trying to tell us seemingly different' subjects'; "I arrijj
what happened,"McConnell-Gordon having a toughjime deciding what I i
remembered. "All of us in Dijon want to ido, but itopki an, ai;chitec-i
became pretty close after that."She is tural program at; Harvard this pasti
still friends with many of the first- summer and now -I aim', 'looking at';
¦- --' .' architectural schools in Canada and'
years who were on the trip.
McConnell-Gordon has partici- the UK," she said. "My.art ;,and bio
back ground V (Ka?
pated in many '
helped this semesclubs and activities here at Colby.
and I use a lot
t s bee p etty ter,
Her sophomore
more- ., , organic
forms in. my
year she became
scul pture. It. has
an I-Play referee,
^
.helped
me
joined
Colby
¦
¦¦
-also
, " ] ! .- ¦ ¦• . •:? ¦; ¦! ' • : '- , ' ¦:
Cares About Kids
with the environand became a
mental .aspects .of
creating builds
member of the
ings," she aided.' ,
photogr aphy and
pottery clubs. She t kes p
On; '.top of this
lot
of
¦
also became a
bu sy " schedule,
head resident her
M c C o h n 'e 11 'junior year and
Gordon is also,
Devon McConnell-Gordon running a popular
has served' that
". - - ' ¦ Student
posit ion in Taylor
book seminar with
and Schupf. Her
Visitin g Assistant
biology
major
Professor '.' ¦ :-' : of
took her to Costa Rica last January, Psych ology Jennifer Yates. this
and she is also involved in the semester, and likes to fly fish and .
Colby Mountaineering Club and Fly golf in her spare time,
• ' ]
Fishing Club.
A native of Daspeireau Valley in
Her interesting combination of Nova Scotia, .McConnell-Gprdon's
majors seems"to'h ^ye enhance^ her Canadian roots .have also ih^ljjenc.ed,,
l ovetair
c^Jlfeg6' ekj.erVence.r!'',Ir s
been pretty intense. But I really are extreme differences, but there :
enjoy biology} especially macrobi- are some in the way we talk and
ology. Studio art takes up a lot of obviously with the metric system'
time, but I enjoy nty diverse sched- and money," McConnell-Gordon .
ule, I'get to work both sides of my said. She is also a fan of the,
brain." McConnell-Gordon said.
Canadian sport of curling. ., ., ,, , .,

I
n r
intense. But I
really enjoy
biology, especially macrobiology. Studio art
a
u a
time...
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Commencement
speaker process slowed
' ] ¦ - ¦ ¦¦':.{

f Jy

y

tives formed a list of about '12 candidates to give to the office of the
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
President. Gagne was unable to
comment on the identity of any of
Although the end of the first the people on that list, The list has
semester is drawing to a close, also been shown to faculty and
there has been no success in secur- trustees for approval. The senior
ing someone to give the com- representatives ' portion of the
mencement address in May.
process is finished.
Every spring, the newly elected
At this point, the office of tilesenior class representatives begin President is .contacting the people
the process of finding a commence- on the list individually. The list j.s
ment speaker for the next year. Last ranked in order of desirability of
year, both reprethe
speaker.
sentatives, Katie
During
this
Gagnc '05 and Jeff
process, only one
Lederman
'05,
speaker can be
were
studying
contacted at a
abroad during the
time and it .takes,
spring semester.
time for the
"A week after
spenker to see if
we were elected wc
they arc free at
were told by
that time , or if
Bro[Prcsident
they will be
D,
William
speaking ., , at
Adams]'s office
another school's,
that wc needed to
Katie Gagne '05 commencement ^
poll the class about
Once a , . ppenkor
Senior Class Representative
speakers," Gagnc
lyns committed t9
said, When looking
. giving the com:
for speakers, the students were told to mencen.cut address at Colby, his or ,, ,
try nnd find students with connecllons her identity will be announced ,, ; ,,,
witli possible speakers. A big name,
In the past, Colby has hosted .,
however, is not the only factor stu- several large name speakers ^or ,,.
dents were asked to look for. A broad commencement including , former
| || | |
|
i |
II | III I II II 11,1 ' I ,, ' ! , " , ——*1 '
range of candidates is considered,
President . George Hf W, Bush, in
According to Gagnc, "You need 1994 and comedian Bill iCosby . in
to have a connection [to the speak- 1992, Last year 's commencement
er]," in order to get them to spenk nt speaker was Richard Russo, author ,
commencement. The representa- of the best-selling , book "Epipiro
tives found in this process that Falls" and father ' of t Kn(e . Riis$p i(
there were no immediate connec- '04, In the two year's prior, poetry
tions to possible speakers from tho critic Dr. Helen Vendior and p playr
'
£
mmm
»
jt'i$;
-!
^
senior class.
Wright Arthur, Koplt doltvercj l thc. ,
^w$ffi- *wr lsffl la ¦ After speaking to members of commencement addresses, , . ". '
the clnss of 2005, the roprcsonta¦j' . l' ¦ • . ' , .] : . • ,i ,• • ¦/ . ;ia III I"
. ' , '¦ : .>¦'. ' i ' .;i| - |nil:
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By BEN HERBST

A week after we
were elected we
were told by
Bro-s office that
we needed to
poll the class
about speakers.
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It's usornetfying ^:Jet ytiie. . heating begin

EDITORIAL
Holidays too of ten f orgotten
at Colby

By Matt Busch

By all popular accounts, our country is a divided house; the level of suspicion and animosity has come to rival
that of the "Tastes great, less filling"
years before my parents got really old.
I've read enough pieces that involve tlie
term "partisan rancor" to conclude,
first, that rancor is a real word, and not
just the unchecked result of the words
"ran" and "cor" trying to elope from
this cruel rancorous world together. My
second, more troubling revelation has
led me to begin sharpening my bayonet
for the ensuing civil war.
But wait, perhaps I've stumbled
onto something valid here: music.
Ever an inalienable facet of politics,
from the frat house favorite "Ma, ma,
where's my Pa" of James "cheese"
Blaine and Grover "hammer-house"
Cleveland all the way to that distant
day when Bill Clinton stops building
the metaphorical bridge to the 21st
century humming along to "Don't
Stop Thinking About Tomorrow,"
music has characterized and colorized
the rancor ridden world of politics.
The 2000 election, rancor embodied, was truly decided miles away
from the Supreme Court, when everyone realized that Bachman Turner
Overdrive, whose "Taking care of
Business" helped Bush repress the
black vote up and down everyone's
favorite peninsula,' could absolutely
kick Paul Simon's ass. Needless to
say, Gore somehow decided to go with
"You Can Call Me Al" as his banner

^iWm^m

By Noah Balazs

On die weekend of Nov. 6, 1 had the
opportunity to travel to Denver,
Colorado to present a poster at the
Geological Society of America's annual
conference. I stayed outside of the city, in
nearby Littleton, with friends of a friend.
The p eople wh o were gen erous enou gh
to share their house with my presentation
partner and me were a single mother and
her three children (all but one were
through with college).
I learned during my stay with her that
all three of her children were enrolled in
Columbine High School when the shootings took, place on April 20, 1999. She
spoke of it distantly, as though it happened 30 years ago. Yet it had affected
her and the lives of her children so much
that it was impossible to divorce the
event from their present lives. She also
spoke of the town of Littleton collectively, ns though it were a living thing. The
collective emotion , pain and love of the
residents of Littleton were woven together inextricably by the shooting.
To mc, it seemed as though there
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it would be reasonable for her to want to
forget it ever happened and get on with
her life. Many, after life-changing
tragedies, decide to move away or change
major aspects of the way they live. On the
other hand, it would seem a shame to let
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| \ypuld .be-,a tense, duaJity. in living in :t^e;
¦ aftermath of such a tragedy. On one, frand ,-
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"gothic" band to release a mid-90s
pop hit, I think they were onto something, the day they wrote "Breakfast at
Tiffany 's." Sure, it wasn't going to
unite those dog-chain clad, eye-makeup wearing, skinny, pale, alienated
kids in middle school with, their parents, but it's what this land of red and
blue states needs.
I was looking for lullaby music for
the roommate, the righteously and
never rancorous righteous guy.
Sometimes he has trouble sleeping
and needs a glass of warm milk, some
vap-o-rub and a little musical inducement. Anyways, as soon as the first
chords rang round, without a tinge of
rancorousness, I understood how rote
it all was; here was the music that
would bring us back together as

I
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Something about
going home alone,
with no one to
spoon to sleep,
with no proverbial wet blanket of
freedom...

Pass it on

Amenca, one nation under something
which we can't decide on now, but
we'll get to later.
Because truer words have never
been spoken than, "You say that
we've got nothing in common, no
common ground to start from , and
we're falling .apart,. You'll say the
world has come between us, our lives
have come between us, still I know
you just don't care."
' The symbolism is all over the place.
The world has come between us: Iraq,
Osama, WMD's, giving thumbs up
next to a pile of naked guys, somehow
we just lost each other, America, fell
out of love with each other, you and I.
Our lives; you know, they've come
between us too, babe. The way that
you chose to live, and the way that I
chose to live, my.body, your body and
sex has driven us apart, America. You
and I, right here, in this moment,
we're not supposed to be like this.
Something about going home alone,
with no one tp spoon to sleep, with no
proverbial wet blanket of freedom ,
has just put my life into the skids.
Come on babe, at least that's one thing
we've got. Why can't things be the
way they used to be?
Where do Democratic presidential
hopefuls go to get put out to pasture?
Well from past experience, I think it is
safe to say they go get fat and start
aggressively growing facial hair.
Somewhere, John Kerry is sitting
on a couch, pint of HSagen Dazs in
hand, all his razor blades in the trash,
drinking his face off. And somewhere
behind him "Breakfast at Tiffany 's" is
playing. And he's swaying just a little
and bumping to the beat. And his
Livestrong bracelet is moving just a
little bit. Babe, America, don't say
things are over; I hate when things are
over, you know that so much is left
unsaid. Remember? It's not supposed
to be like this America, it's gotten us
this far babe...

An emotional reminder of humanity
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tune. For some reason, that I can't just
seem to put my finger on, Paul Simon
just doesn't have the same cred with
but Garfunkel in he game. Art played
a mean oboe, and what do oboes use
but reeds, and what are reeds, but
instruments of Chinese torture. Let
this be a lesson to us, never go solo.
So if music can turn the tide of politics so steeply, maybe it could help
heal the country today. I was looking
for a savior and what I found was
Deep Blue Something.
And contrary to what I might have
harbored about the only self-described

1 FORGOT MY MANTRA

The ceremonies held on the quad last Thursday served as a moving and ,appropriate commemoration of Veterans Day, a holiday,
holding particular importance in light of recent military developments abroad. Perhaps even more notable, the acknowledgement of
the federally recognized holiday at Colby came after a three-year
hiatus. Father Phil Tracy' offered a prayer on the occasion and
Assistant Professor of Sociology Alec Campbell shed historical and
educational light on the holiday during the event while Mailroom
Services Supervisor Louis Huard provided a veteran's perspective.
This "event was a fitting remembrance, but little discourse on
Veterans Day,' and more importantly most nationally recognized
holidays; actually takes place at Colby. "¦
The students, faculty and staff who came together to organize
this event should be commended for putting together a tribute to tlie
holiday and what it represents.
, While Colby is a private institution and reserves the right to
design its own academic calendar, more should be done to' create
conversation on the origin and meaning of holidays, whether positive or negative. The efforts of campus groups during Columbus
Day are a great example of the attempts people at Colby can make
to create discussion on holidays. And while Thanksgiving and
Columbus Day often garner negative attention, the glaring discrepancies in the symbolism and cultural status of holidays versus the
real history of time-honored events is worthy of attention!
< Other federal holidays during the academic year like Martin
Luther King Jr. Day and Presidents Day often seem to fall by the
wayside;as well. If the administration plans no formal recognition
of these important dates in our nation's histpiy, students and faculty must be willing to take matters into their own hands. Student
groups and academic departments on campus should use these
dates as an opportunity to program appropriate events.
Without the ceremonies held last Thursday, many students probably would not have even realized it was Veterans.Day. While students often become out of touch in the Colby bubble, joining the
rest of the countiy in celebration of national holidays would be a
good way to help pierce the divide. There may not be seem to be
much demand for such events, but perhaps if there were more
events planned in conjunction with these holidays, more students
would understand their importance and be more supportive of programming designed to recognize these days.
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I was moved by
the words of my
host and the
words of her children. Nothing in
my own life nearly compared to
the emotions
that their family
dealt with...
such an opportunity for growth and unity
slip through her fingers. To forget about
the shootings would, in a way,be denying
their existence. It would be equally reasonable to keep such knowledge in the
forefront of one|s mind. The horrific

nature of such an event gives a person a

certain wisdom, an insight into humanity
and tlie depths of emotion.
Many people in Littleton , as a result
of the tragedies at Columbine, looked to
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that there was a.noticeable increase in
church attendance in the months following the shooting. For a lot of people, she
said, God provided the comfort and support that families looked for.
We drove to the light rail station on
Saturday night to get something to eat in
the city.Along the way, I noticed cars lining the road for a quarter mile. I was
about to ask what sort of event was taking place to warrant such a line of cars
when my question was answered. At the
end of the line of cars was a church. The
church's parking lot was full and the line
of cars extended for another quarter mile.
If th ere was any doubt left it my mind, it
vanished at the sight of the church.
I was moved by the words of my host
and the words of her children. Nothing in
my own life nearly compared to the emotions that their family dealt with and continue tp deal with. For that reason, I was
very interested in the ways that they dealt
with their grief and the ways that they
were able to use the event for such positive and uplifting ends.
I was most moved by her.descriptions
of the ways that Littleton came together
and the ways that the church communities came togedier. It gave me hope, that,
in spite of everything that seems to be
wrong or crooked pr unjust or evil in our
world , we will take care of each other. It
gave me hope that tlie human qualities of
compassion an d lovo will pour into the
lives of the affected,

I 'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

Do your friends send you copies of
jokes every day or so via email?
Sometimes my e-mail box sits there
unread for half-a-week. Last week I
churned in a record: 307 e-mail messages, an unread pile about which I
really should not brag. Most of it was
the most ephemeral of crap, but I had
ignored some important stuff too.
Still, the stuff of eternal veneration is
the jokes.
Chief suppliers of these whizbangs
are Tom Longstaff, recently retired
Professor of Religious Studies and a
minister; and Cheryl Gilkes, professor
of African American Studies and
Sociology—also a minister. This clerical glow would seem to indicate that
God laughs a lot, perhaps even at John
Ashcroft and/or Karl Rove.
But how about this one: a magician
on a cruise ship, hired to amaze the
audience each evening, noted that the
same people didn't watch the same
show twice. So he began to repeat the
same tricks each night.
Finally, the captain's parrot could
stand it.no longer:
"Look, it's the same hat!"
"Look, he's hiding the flowers
under the table."
"Hey, why are all the cards the ace
of spades?"
The magician was murderous, but,
after all, the snotty bird was the captain's parrot.
Suddenly one night, the ship hit
something and went down with all
hands, except for the magician and the
parrot, who clung to different end of a
large spar of wreckage. Still bitter enemies, they would sit on opposite ends,
glaring silently at each other.
!
Their mutual hatred lasted for one i
day. Then a second, .then . .a. third. .'
Finally the parrot could stand it no
longer.
"Okay, so what did you manage to
do with the ship?
This one is from Gilkes. Marty
wakes up with a huge hangover.
Forces himself to open his eyes. First
thing he sees is two aspirin and a glass
of water. As he sits up, he sees all his
business wear cleaned and pressed on
the hanger by the closet. The bedroom
is spotlessly clean as is the rest of the
house. He sees a note, "Honey, breakfast on stove. Went shopping early.
Love you."
,
So he goes out into the kitchen and
there's the paper and his breakfast. His
son is eating at the dining room table,
so Marty asks, "Son , what happened
here last night?" The boy replies,
"Well, you came home at 3 a.m.,
drunk and delirious. You broke some
furniture, puked all over the hall and
gave yourself that black eye on the
closet door."
Confused , Marty asks, "So why is
everything so orderly and clean? Why
did she have this great breakfast waiting?" "Oh, that. Mom dragged you
into the bedroom , and just when she
tried to take off your pants, you said,
'Lady, leave mc alone. I'm married.'"
I like 'cm—maybe one in twenty,
but I like 'em. Send me some,
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A list f or the ages; the top f ive best p laces to hook up on camp us
By ASHLEY HUNT

CONTRIBUTING WRITER .

Admit it, it has crossed your mind
at some point. Whether sitting in
Miller Library staring at the bookshelves where the lights are on a
timer or taking a shower in your
dorm, it's human nature to think
ab out what it wou ld be l i ke to do
some "stu dyin g" or "cleaning" with
another person in some place other
than your bed. Or it may be that
you've even tried out some of these
scandalous places. So
here it is, the lon g
awaited "Top Five"

going to know that anything's up but
I have heard that it's hard not to laugh
in these situations. In addition, the
fact that there is water involved
makes for a good time, moving this
hot spot up to number four.
3) The greenhouses in the science
Buildings. A place that is kept hot
and steamy; what's not to love about
that? It may be a little dirty, but being
dirty can have ifs place too.
2) Miller Library. Obviously.
When I asked people where the best
places to hook up on campus were,
this was top on everyone's list. I have
heard many a
story
abo ut
adventures
in
Miller, so apparently it's one of
the more p opular
spots, which is
actu ally
wh at
keeps it at number two: not
enough
scandalous factor.
1) Your HR's
Bed. This is the
sneaky of the
sneakiest adventures on the list,
putting it at the top. The trick to this
is figuring out when your HR will not
be around but will have the door
unlocked , sin ce head residents are
su pposed to lock their doors when
not there. The problem is that the
campu s an d dorms are so sm all it will
be hard to do it without anyone finding out. As an HR myself, I personally h ope n o on e do es this to me (or
r eall y anyone else), but I cou ld
u n derstan d ho w thi s would ha ve a
serious thrill factor attached to it.
Just remember that before you go

A place that is
kept hot and
steamy; what's
not to love
about that? It
may be a little
dirty, but being
dirty can have
its place too.

list of best places to

hook up on campus.
5) Runnai's Hill.
While this is an outside lo cation , I think
that anyon e who grew
up with All-4-One and
Boyz II Men finds it
romantic to be cuddli n g in a bla n ket
under the stars. Really
the on ly risk is people
coming up for bonfires
or other illegal activities, but you can at least take comfort
in the fact that what y ou're doing is
legal as long as there are yes! yes!
yes !'s throughout, which of course is
what you want to hear anyway.
4) The shower. I'll admit, breaking
the rul es as lon g as no one gets h urt
can be fun som etimes. Hooking up in
the shower is a great example of this,
especially when one, the other or
both people are in the "wrong" bathroom. This one is tricky beca u se so
many people go in and out of the
bathrooms. They 're not necessarily

out an d try out som e of your crazy
fantasies you mi ght want to think

about the pros and cons. The key to
being adventurous is finding someone else to be crazy with you. I don't
recommend doing any of these things
the fi rst time you meet a new lov e
interest. First off, it's a lot easier to
joke about being caught by your HR

in the shower with your boyfriend or
girlfriend then with the John or Jane
Joe that you happened to meet an
hour befor e at the Sketchy Heights
Dance (proper noun).
Not to mention, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and the American College
Health Association estimate that 1 in

500 college students is infected with
HIV (from "Prevalence of the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus Among
University Students"). In other
words, sin ce Colby h as 182 1 enroll ed
stu den ts, statistically about four
Colby students are HIV positive.
Som e sources suggest that up to on e
th ird of people do n ot know that

they're infected so there's probably
one Colby student out there who has
HIV and does not know it. You
should be confident that whoever
you're with,;, even if you use a condom , they aren't going to give you
something that will change the rest of
your life.
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"Heard on the Hill" is thenewest addition to the Opinions section. It is a compilation of absurd,humorousand (usually) out
;
of context musings that are "overheard"around campus. Weat The Colby Echohope youenjoy our latest indulgence: ' '

The semi bi-annual great American away message-off
The delicate art of the away message
By WALTER CAMPBELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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' Horror overtook me, disgust overwhelmed me and a deep, seari n g
pain ran through me. What could
m ake m e feel t his fr ightened, bewildered and discouraged? Was it a
flock of angry monsters? No. was it
a pack of vicious wolves? No. Was it
Oprah
Winfrey ?
Surprising ly
enough, no. Instead my roommate's
poorly written AIM away message
caused this dread and I decided, after
reading it, that I must let everyone
on this increasingly ignorant planet
know how to properly write an away
message; for the balance of their easily-toppled social lives rests upon
this important , yet elusive, skill.
My rant will start with a critique
of my roommate's terrible away message. One evening wc noticed that
fajitas were being served in Foss and
decided that wc must partake of this
delicacy. Wc were in a hurry to arrive
before they ran out, thus both of us
left simple away messages, his being
"fajitas!!!!!," mine being unimportant , but incredibly good. For the
hour that wc spent eating fajitas , this
away message, although not great,
was respectable and appropriate . But
to my dismay the following morning,
a good 14 hours later, I noticed
through the grog lingering from
sleep that his away message was still

he ceased to eat fajitas, his away
message ceased to be informative.
He cou ld have gotten aw ay w ith the
j
iS8_ riifife? f bflt ,itr i»a4 e^_lTy,'"if fibf l'afc'k"'' of' information : or incorrect
more, ridiculous ' tb : Imagine anyone information provided if his away
eating fajitas for 14 hours. Fajitas are message had been entertaining, but it
delicious, but they are not delicious was not entertaining in the least. It
enough that one would be able to eat had no plot, no well-developed charthem 14 hours straight; I would need acters, no rising actions followed by
at least a good IS minute stretch a climax and ending in a beautifully
break somewhere around hour eight. constructed denouement.
Even worse, he put five exclamation
If you wish to write a good away
points after fajitas. As I stated above, message, but are not creative enough
fajitas are definitely good , but to think of something entertaining,
they're not good enough to be worthy and not uncreative enough to think
of five exclamation points. Carmen of something informative, your best
Electra, in all her glorious beauty, bet is to use a famous quote. I find
isn't even worthy of five exclamation "Dumb and Dumber," "South Park,"
points, but she may well be worthy "The Simpsons," "Fight Club" and,
of four exclamation points and an oddly enough , anything from a
upside down question mark .
Bruce Springsteen song to be excelI will now let you all in on my lent sources.
secrets to writing a perfect away
But I learned one important lesmessage, which I guarantee will son from my experience with away
boost your social status by at least 15 messages: you can't judge a person
new acquaintances who will never by their away message. My roomdevelop into real friends, but will mate's away message might lead one
always serve as an infinite source of to believe that he is the love child of
hurried "hi"s while walking across Hitler and Polpot, when in fact, he 's
campus. To properl y write a good actuall y fairly easy to get along with ,
away message one must make sure nice and even occasionally funny,
that it is either informative or enter- Even though my away messages
taining, or if you 're a master of the would lead one to believe that i'm a
away message such as myself, both prodigy, revolutionary, sex symbol
at the same time, My roommate's or possibly even the new Messiah,
away message was good at first I'm actually a completel y boring and
because it was informative, for he unlikcablc jackass .
actually was eating fajitas, but once
"fajitas !!!!!" and I was shocked. Not
only was it . ridiculous to imag ine
anyon e eati n g faj itas at 10 i n the

Plurality of pens in prose: the grand saga of weapons of writing in our society
By MARTIN CONNELLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The pen is mightier....
Anybody could finish that sentence. We've learned it from an early
age. Parents have told us in (he hope
of curbing aggression , we've seen
scary Nazis blinded by ink in "Indiana
Jones and The Last Crusade" and
we've seen a fake Sean Connory ask a
fake Alex Trcbck for a Penis Mightier,
For a phrase that was first coined in
1839, it's the idiomatic equivalent to
bubblegum. But , is it still valid?
When I was packing to come here,
nobody mentioned that I should bring
a pen or two; it was just sort of
assumed. And. indeed , I did bring a
few pens without prompting, In fact, I
brought nbout 60 of them, the cheapest Papcrmates available, This isn't
even counting tho large mug lull of various and sundry weapons of writing thnt
made it into my car: unsharpencd pen-

cils, dead markers and the occasional
toothbrush included, By all accounts, I
have an arsenal in my desk.
But here's tlie thing. Even with all of
that writing potential , I still end up in
class searching my pockets, my backpack and eventually asking people to
play the "Who Wants to Lend Martin a
Pen" game. No matter how hard I try, I
cfin 't seem to hold onto my pens. .
After years of searching, I found n
kindred spirit in the chnrnctcr of Vcct
Voojngig, mentioned quite casually in
the "Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy." The story goes something like
this: after spending a night drinking
witli Znpliod Deeblebrox , Vect begins a
long and tragic project to try to find out
the fate of nil the Drios (pens) he 's lost
over the years, He concludes that there
is n planet where they can "enjoy a
uniquely Brioid lifestyle."
It wns nice to find someone thinking nlong tho same lines ns myself.
The only real damper on tho theory is

the occasional pen or pencil I find lost
oh the Street. These I pick up with relish. In the give a pen, take a pen tray
of life, I may be down by a few or a
few dozen, but finding someone else's
pen pretty much makes my day. Even
in the vastly technological world in
which we live, where Faccbook has
become an obsession, pens still
remain essentinl to life. Even if you 're
'that guy' who sits in class tip-tapping
away on his laptop, you really can 't
get through life without a pen.
As students of tho liberal arts , writing is one of the most important things
we do, contingent to a large degree on
the fact that wo have pens. A college
student without a pen is sort of like n
samurai without a sword or an astronaut without a spaceship. If you have
a spare, drop it in the Street, leave it
on a desk or , cleverly surreptitiously
hide it In someone's underwear drawer and keep us nil armed and ready for
tomorrow 's adventures,

Away messages and their oft-stupidity
commit yourself to, refrain from justifying such stupidity with a Homer
Simpson quote, which does not even
have-any ¦humorous- merits- other-than
The carefully crafted away message: the phrase "foxy boxy"—in itself, not
an art-form to some, a challenge for that funny.Rating: (C+)
Kelmo266: soqo tired ...@ class til
more and the root of the demise of
many dim-witted philosophers and sec- 6:30—Dear Kelli, Oh my God...sick
ond-rate comedians—where did this AND class. Jesus Christ, what are they
intriguing little cultural oddity come going to do to you next! When your dog
from? Absolutely nobody knows. died last April on your birthday, I did
That's what makes the question "Why not particularly care. Let that be a meaare people's away messages oft-stu- suring stick. Rating: (D)
Ginster345 : HAPPY BIRTHDAY
pid?" of such vital importance.
To protect the guilty, I will cite LITTLE RAHO! :-D—Yes Virginia,
actual away messages potentially there is a Santa Claus. Damn, couldn't
destructive to individual reputations. resist. No complaints here. Sure, the
The guilty must be protected by pub- content is a little unexciting, but the
lic acknowledgment of their crimes, message is nice. However, please
This will lead them down the path to refrain from using large, capitalized text
reform or plunge them into suicide, if you p l an on highli ghting your
which will establish the general refor- spelling mistakes. It's like painting an
mation of the whole and more excite- artificial limb fluorescent green:
ment when it comes to shopping for Rating: (B+). P.S.: Sorry for mentioning
your artificial limb.
funeral bouquets.
Timstenovec:I'm away. IU be back
Anything short of a direct annunciation of these individuals ' crimes could by 10 unless my nipple clamps attach to
provoke a lifelong struggle with suc- my genitals—Dear Tim, when your
cinct hilarity or poignancy that could well thought out screen name here
includes your full first and last name,
never be overcome.
DaRollingRoct "If the Bible has you must risk paying the consequences.
taught us nothing else, and it hasn t, its You're creepy. Rating: (A)
Craneminnytennyxoxo'. Moisture is
that girls should stick to girl s' sports,
such as hot oil wrestling,f oxy boxy and the essence of wetness. Wetness is the
such and such... " -Homer Simpson— essence of beauty—Dear Ben , I'm havDear Dan , When attempting to estab- ing a Convention Convention, Would
lish the legitimacy of an underlying you mind speaking? You comedian,
sexist tendency that you actually fully you. Ooh...alrcady telling "Who Wants

to Be A M illion aire" jokes at the
Paradise Club that night? Damn it, I'll ,

By MATT MORRISSON
STAFF WRITER

phoneji fnend. .Rating: (B)
BigTommyGild69T—reading—Bear-i
Tommy, I'm sorry you're goin g to be
unfairly scapegoated for a crime that
many other closet Fascists likely commit, but take as dogma from now on:
ONE WORD AWAY MESSAGES \
ARE SILLY.If it's one word, it's probably not important. It's not worth your
time, it's not worth our time. Also
included: working, dinner, out, :(
Possible Exceptions: undressing,,suicidal, levitating.Rating: (F)
KayKay3344: stuuudyin...call me— ;
Dear Kaitlin, We were barely friends in ,
high school. We almost kissed once in
my driveway. We have not talked in two <'
years and you may have removed me
from your buddy list by now. Be careful
what you wish for, Rating: (C)
Madshaggerl4 ; make fun. of this
away message morrison, you clever
bitch—Touche\ Keegan, Let that be a
lesson for me. Do not talk up your articles before they happen or you could
throw off your integrity as a writer, your
reader's sense of chronology and
irreparably alter the spaqertime cpntip- ;
uum. I'm ashamed. Rating: (A-H) y v y
Excuse me, now. My. futiui-itic '.self
has just entered my window on a^fiituristic hover-board and I must passionate-,
ly attend to his every futiuislic desire;
Oh man, this is going to be 'fiin.'..- . '....^,
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Dinner Theatre:"I Hate
Hamlet" '- Q '." ,y ' < •

5 p.m. '
' •;.
I?age Commons '
• '.'Soul Purpose " (ski movie)
'S'pj n^^" sy1- - '' .
Lovejoy 100 ' <
• Step Afrika
8 p.m.
Page Commons
'
i

FRIDAY, NOV. 19
• Interna tional Coffee Hour
4:30 - 6 p.m.

Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Todd Guidice and Fred
Gillen, Jr.
' '

8 p.m.

Mary Low Coffeehouse

1

• ' Dinner Thea t re: "I Hate
Hamlet"
i
5
p.m.
I

• Page Commons

SATURDAY, NOV. 20
• PhUlipine Dance Company of
Bost on

1

5:30 p.m.

Foss Dining Hall
• Dinner Thea t re : "I Ha te

Hamle t"
5 p.m.
1 Page Commons
• Collegium Musicum
7:30 p.m.
I
Lorimer Chapel

"The Temp estr incorpor ates dance, pr op s, success
By ADRIANA NORDIN MANAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Department of Theatre and
Dance's production of Shakespeare 's
"The Tempest"1 was performed to a
full house on Nov. 11, 12 and 13' in
Strider Theater.
l
as
acknowledged
Generally
'
Shakespeare's last solo-authored
work, "The Tempest" is the story of
Prospero, the duke of Milan, who is
usurped by his brother Antonio and
forced into exile on an island with his
daughter, Miranda. Upon arriving on
the island, Prospero rises to power,
overthrowing the evil witch Sycorax
,who eventually dies, leaving her son
Caliban to'live a life of servitude
under Prospero. After 12 years in
exile, Prospero is able to strengthen
his status as ruler of the island and
refine his magic, putting it to use to
punish and also forgive his enemies.
Interestingly, the Colby production
switched the gender of many ' characters, for examp le having Prospera
instead of Prospero as the lead character (played by Kate Campbell '05) and
substituting Antonia for Antonio
(Andrea T. Palmer '05). The opening
scene had Prospera in center stage
with a staff in hand, commanding the
creation of a torrential storm that
would cause Alonsa, Antonia and their
group of noblewomen to abandon ship
and arrive on the island now inhabited

i

i

by Prospera. Through the use of a
model ship and coordinated movementswith twirling ribbons and. fabric, the cast was able to clearly convey
the action that took place during the
shipwreck scene.
This simple and clever combination
of darice and use of props was demonstrated throughout "The Tempest."
For example, the scene of the feast
offering to the noblewomen had the
cast members dancing and carrying
different 'offerings ' such as a roast
pig's head and a cornucopia ending in
a tight and small formation.
The emphasis on movement in the
play was also evident, resulting in the
distinct movements of characters such
as the feline, gliding Ariel (David
Cheng '06) and Caliban (Andrew Volk
'05). These actors never slipped out of
character by losing the momentum of
their characters' unique style of walking and " moving across the stage.
Volk's Caliban was arguably the
crowd favorite, entering the play from
beneath the stage, feet first and not too
happy to see Prospera, and later
climbing up a pole so effortlessly that
this writer had to squint to make sure
that there were no rungs assisting him.
The comic relief scenes involving
the jester Trinculo (Timothy J. Miller
'08), drunken butler Stephano
(Michael Curran '06) and Caliban
were hilarious and had the crowd
roaring with laughter, especially
when Trinculo mistook a still

Caliban "for a fish" and proceeded to lie down on him
undesr Caliban's robe, which
was a recipe for peals of
laughter once Stephano
entered the scene.
. Another interesting aspect
of Colby 's "The Tempest"
was the incorporation of
world music; it wias pleasantly surprising to hear tunes
such as Indonesia's percussive - gamelan
in
a
Shakespeare play, which did
not appear at all out of place.
Unfortunately, the question
of accessibility was brought
up more than once by interviewed members of the audience, where the general
consensus was that the
Shakespearean English of the
play made it extremely hard
to understand, a fact that was
compounded by the absence
of even a short synopsis in
the program that might have
been able to help members of
the audience without previous knowledge of the play to
appreciate and follow its progression a bit better.
Regardless, it is an overall
thumbs up to the cast and crew
of "The Tempest" for a job
well done. Here's to more
good work in the future.
,

PH OTO COURTESY OF JEFF EARI CKS0N

Tempest " perf ormers used movement and propsto their advantage through the p lay.

Colby Wind Ensemble sends message about war, tribute
By ADAM SOUZA

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When a group presents a concert
with a theme, particularly one as
heady as "War, Tribute, and
Remembrance," our expectations tend
to be bated about actual relevance.
What a-refreshing surprise1 -, was'then,
when Director of Batitf Activities;Eric
Thomas - managed -to use the Colby
Wind Ensemble to present a textured,
even m ovin g, commentary on the
costs and absurdities of war.
Thomas came out and launched
into a seemingly innocuous introduc-

tion to the first piece. The audience
was told to look for sarcasm in
Socialist Neotonal pieces like this one,
a Sergei Prokofiev composition called
"March For the Spartakiade," as
Joseph Stalin had forced the composers to write them against their will.
It seemed like typical classical music
intro. Presented with trying to prepare
¦
they&udieheeyfor tousic - -written 'in ' !a
dense and alien fangiiagey the:'coridu6tor uses a historical anecdote' in 1 a' desperate stab at telling' the audience
something, anything, even casually
relevant. It was, in this case however,
a brilliant bit of strategy, as Thomas
put the audience into a potentially

unfamiliar mindset of looking for sarcasm in music in an insidiously
believable way.
Once you went looking for the sarcasm it proved to be an extremely
rewarding lens for understanding the
evening's proceedings. The second
piece, for example, was a Mark
Camphouse composition entitled
ithe first
note, it
"T*i^atpif^-Byehbefore
seeniea^bit suspicipusSit'n ail^B^h
comp'osed'as a tribute to womeh'in the
armed forces, a thing of very ambiguous goodness. Once the piece began
there was little need for suspicion; it
was apparent from the start that aside
from one or two interesting sonic

Battle of the Bands overcomes adversity
By TODD OLMSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

The Battle of the Bands in the
Mary Low Coffeehouse on Friday
night started off on a bad note before
it even began, wh en news cam e on
Thursday that headliners and special
guests Brandon Wiard and Daniel
Brummel would have to cancel at the
last minute. Colby wa s ori ginally
slated to be part of their fall tour
together, but the tour dissolved. Plans
still remained for Wiard to drive out
from Michigan to play Colby, but his
plan to make it fell through at the last
second and Brummel, former lend
singer of the now defunct band

Ozma, had no car to make the trip up
from New York City by himself.
However, the show went on, with
three bands from Colby playing to a
tie and splitting the $50 prize.
The first act of the night was a guitar duo with Connor Tubridy '08
playing acoustic and ' Colin
Cummings, a prospective student
who has applied early to Colby, on
electric. Though it may seem odd to
have a prospective participating in
the Battle of the Bands, Tubridy
exp lained that he and Colin have
been playing and.performing together for three years. It was clear that
they have experience together as they
cruised through a five-song set
b eg innin g with Howie Day 's

By SUSAN FRANCIS
STAFF WRITER

Continued on Page 7
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Services

VERA DRAKE

A place, to gather ari d
relax in a wonderful ,
warm environmen t.
Feel freeto linger and
enj oy good company,
music and conversation ,
outside dining on a decl<.
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CallKcvluJoseph at 872-SS13
or Kett at 1172-8736
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91 Silver Siteet, Wflterville
Mon. 9-5; Tiies.-iH 8-8: Sat. 8-5
Sunday s by Appointment

(R) Nightly at 5:35 nnd 9:35;
also mntinccs Snt. nnd
Sun. nt 1:10

Tues.-FH. Lunch; Thurs. -Snt. Dinner
Siii.riny"'l3n.ncl. 11A.M-3PM
()1
^ Slrcel. mw\\to
Resummon.!, nxiuesiwi

ENDURI NG LOVE
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IVIvj ilo Parlies Cnn Bo Accrnnotlitiiiil

1

(R) Nightly at 7:20; also
I
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 3:10 1

-¦ Ha i r
- M a ko- Up ' . '
- Skin Care
- Body Care
- Nails
- Spa ,'- ,G ift . Certificates

THE INCREDIBLES
fl
(PG) Nightly at 4:45, 7:00 and fl
9:15; also matinees Snt. nnd D
Sun. ot 12:15 and 2:30

on the atrocity the United States com- people of Hiroshiman, Japan) and then
mitted against that city. After this swinging over to a mocking, frothily
piece we were told, knowingly, "we over the top reading of a Elliot Del
would take a break." The piece itself Borgo piece kitchtastically titled "Do
was primari ly atonal and it proved to Not Go Gentle into That Good Night."
be the strongest composition of the It got to the point that when he closed
night, with a genuinely moving sonic the program with a Paul Hart piece
expressionist climax including mem- entitled "Cartoon," which Thomas
bers of the orchestra actually vocaliz- introduced with the remark "don't
ing .the confused final murrhurings of laugh, this is serious art music;!'.which
llJ
the^resao'riitlisv11'^''^ :"' ""'< ^ ^> ' in light of the preceding performances
And so the night went on with and the composer's misguided attempt
Thomas presenting us with another to re-recontextulize the aesthetically
stark atonal mediation on U.S.- serious concrete jazz style of
authored
holocaust
("Morning Raymond Scot, father of electronic
Alleluias for the Winter Solstice" by
Continued on Page 7
Ron Nelson, commissioned for the

BMR "Razzle Dazzles " audience with song , dance

"Collide." The middle.three songs
were all originals , "Round and
Round," "Where I Should Be" and
"Calling You." Fi nally, they closed
with the more well-known Dave
Matthews tune "Stay or Leave."
Up next was Mavi o, led by Matt
Caplan '08 singing and play ing
acoustic -guitar. He was backed by
Avi David '08 on lead electric guitar,
and Jake Obstfeld '08 on bass. They
played four tunes, and it was clear
that they were comfortable sharing
the stage: togetherness was their
strongest asset. They played through
their tight set with a mix of modem
and classic tunes , and an ori g inal

: I3MM|

effects, this was a mindpunchingly
trite composition. It sounded like the
score to a third tier syndicated action
series. The band, however, performed
the piece with striking gusto, turning
in a spectacular performance.
Going into the next p iece, called
"Symphony - #1: In Memorium
Dresden—1945" and composed by
P^ielriBukvich, -Thomas: again perr;
r
veft"e^"tKeW($ev'of fKe'"MquestioniablS*'
historical introduction. This piece was
about Dresden, and making little pretense of musical relevance Thomas
gave, in a commendably strong, but
still some-what emotional, academic
deadpan , an extremely gory sermon

Another semester, another BMR
performance and, once again, the cast
managed to, well, "Razzle Dazzle" the
audience. This year 's directors, Adam
Newman '07 and Drew Rausch '06,
chose a crowd-pleasing variety of brilliant Broadway music and each number was certainly Broadway-worthy.
There was glitter, sequins , and —as
always—an element of the wonderfully ridiculous, present in eacli number
as well as between acts—sometimes in
the form of eveiyone's favorite game:
Big Blue Moon. The cast opened with
"Another Openin "' from KissMe Kate.
The group sounded and looked great
from the start, dressed in an array of
traditional character outfits. An impressive quick-change later, Newman and
Whitney Johnson '05 came out strong,
and in peasant garb, with a crowdpleasing rendition of "The Lonely
G oather d," from The Sound of Music.
To follow this flirtatious bit came
"Kiss the Girl ," nn undenia bly
provocative number that sparked both
lau ghter and applause, Hawaiian
shirts nnd shorts, three pretty girls and

a shy—if ultimately very lucky-inlove—nerd made this performance
one to remember. The highlight of the
first act came in the performance of
Chicago 's "Razzl e
Dazzle,"
which
more than lived up
to its name. Always
fun to watch, Shari
K atz '06 led fellow
performers Zach
Fritzhand
'08,
Hanna G crlovin '08
an d
Emily
Goodnow '08 in an
awe-inspiring song
and dance. How
these four moved
their feet—not to
m enti on hi ps—so
quickly and in unison remains a mystery, but the effect
was definitely one to behold.
After a too-short nine-number act ,
the performers mingled with the audience, providing refreshments and genera l chatter and enthusiasm, Minutes
later, they seized the audience's attention again with "Seize the Day," nn
all-aroun d favorite from Newsies,
Shortl y thereafter came the long-

The fantastic,
near-perfect—
and even better
than last year—
performance
was worth the
effort and time
the cast had
clearly devoted.

fl

THE MOTORCYC LE 9
DIARIES
1

(R) Nightly nt 7:10 nnd 9:30; I
also matinees Snt. and
I
D
Sun. nt 2:45
I

THE YES MEN

awaited, modified version of "Beauty
School Dropout" with guest star Dean
of Students Janice Kassman; the
group rewrote the lyrics to apply to
Colby life, as Dean
Kassman was told
that her grades unfortunately weren't cutting it, and she was to
"go back to high
school." Loud , unrelenting applause and
cheers were the reaction to this song; I' m
sur p ris ed my han d s
ar en 't still red from
clapping - we were
all so enthusiastic.
"Anything Goes"
brought a change of
pace to the second
act, slowin g down the music and provi ding a much-needed rest for tlie
audience 's lau ghter-strained abdominal muscles.
The two co-directing gentlemen
Newman an d Rausch perf orme d a
stage-worthy "Hnkunn Mntata ," prefacin g the song with n Colby-oriented
introduction that made the audience
crow with lau ghter—after nil , it' s not
every day wc get to hear about "when
Drew wns a young freshman," Both
Rausch and Newman were clear stars
of the show with their excellent actin g, well-pitched voices, ener gy nnd
playful attitudes.
The night closed with n performance of Grease 's "We Go Together,"
performed by the entire enst, a 14member group consisting of seniors
and first-years alike . Colorful , fun and
hi gh-energy, the sta ge literally shook
ns the cast bounced , jump ed , and
stomped throu gh the bcmitifiilly-donc
piece as the audience continued to create n general ronr of appreciation,
The fnntnstic , near-per l eet—and
oven better than Inst year—performance wns worth the effort and timo
that the cast Imd clearly devoted.

I

(R) Nightl y at 5:10; also
mntinccs Snt. nnd Sun. nt 12:45
MMrnim Mwouso/rm corny echo

BMR perforiiferx ham it up in a characteristically fun performance ,

CoBby lemprov ,Go Bbyettes make* ' w eekend niore fuh

:/ '
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A differen t take on Elliot Smith

--

By JOSHUX KAHN .
,

STAFF WRITER

Rating: 3.0 (out of 5)

y NOAH BAUZS/THE COLBY ECHO

MARTIN CONNEUY/THE'COLBY ECHO

In their performance on Friday, Colby Improv had students laughing. The Colbyettesdressed in their "walk of shame " wear for their Saturday show.

"Saw '" could he next reality TV
In the kidnapper s mind—a merci-

By MARLOW STERN

less "killer" known as Jigsaw, both

STAFF WRITER

The sad istic, low-budget horror
fil m "Saw" was no doubt thought of
long before the horrors of Abu Ghraib
were exposed, but the fil m's depiction
of two perp lexed pr ison ers, each
shackled by an ankle to a rusty pipe on
opposit e sides of a grimy bathroom,
bears an unnerving resemblance to the
notoriou s Iraqi prison photos.
Neither Dr. Lawrence Gordon
(Cafy.Elwes), a su ccessf ul doctor, nor
h is fellow capt ive Ada m (Leigh
Whannell), knows how or why he has
landed in these hellish surroundings.
Their sole companion lies in the form

of a dead body sprawled across the
center of the floor, draped with blood ,

clutching a revolver and a microcas-

sette recorder. But, as the intricate
trappin gs start to unfold, both men
realize that nothin g is what it seems
an d that this rendezvous isn 't just
mere coin cidence, but rather a twisted

form of Providence.

Lawrence and Adam are sinners who
need to be taught, in the worst imaginable way, to value life. I give "killer"
quotations because he does not actually commit the act, in stead forcing his
victims to either submit to his torturous games or kill themselves.
Lawrence, an adulterer, is told he must
kill Adam within eight hours or be
killed along with h i s wife, Alison
(Monica Potter) and their little daughter, Diana (Makenzie Vega).
The two prisoners are equipped
with a hacksaw—you know the kind:
the fairly blunt instruments that most
high scho ol stu dents operate in shop
class. Unfortunately, these tools are by
no mean s sh arp enough to cut through
the chains imprisoning the men. So
(casu al moviegoer be forewarn ed) one
or the other will be forced to apply
this prickly dev ice to his own leg and
when this much-anticipated moment
of self-amputation comes, the camera
does not rum away completely.

"Saw," coming from the minds of
first-time director James Wan and
screenwriter/co-star Leigh Whannell,
does a commen dable job of capturing
the panic and vulnerability of men
implanted i n sadistic situations under
the discrimin ating gaze of a crazed
"moralist." Even though the film isn't
particularly scary, what sets "Saw"
apart from your basic horror flick is
that, similar to "Seven" and "Phone
Booth," the killer justifies his actions
through his own uni qu e (and perverse)
take on morality.
"Saw" also gives us the "pleasur e"
of revisiting Jigsaw's earl i er "moral
challenges." They consist of a young
female drug-addict whose jaw is
clamped with a steel casing wired
with explosives. If she can't beat the
clock by retrieving the key inside the
stomach of a fellow prison er, her head
will be blown off. Another flashback
shows a man who survived a suicide
attempt (cutting of the wrists), who
can how escape from being entombed
only by forcing his body through a

jungle of flesh-cutting wire.
Wan's stylistic direction is quite
entertaining—especially his shifting
of film speeds—reminiscent of Darren
Aronofsky's "Requiem for a Dream."
And like "Requiem for a Dream,"
"Saw" has elements of social commentary encoded in its script.
Probably, the most interesting thing
about "Saw" is that it suggests a reality television competition—think
"Fear Factor: S&M." Given the direction that real ity television is h eaded,
it 's not entirely out of the quest i on that
mischiev ous games like those play ed
in "Saw" might one day occupy our
television screens.
While "Saw" has its usual horrormov ie share of p lot holes an d
mediocre acting, as well as an ill-considered subplot (Danny Glover as a
detective obsessed with Jigsaw), the
killer
concept—pun-intended—
allows the film to transcend the mundane genre of modern horror films.

BATTLE: Despite cancellations, Colby-basedtalent bringsbone to music -lovers
Continued From Page 6
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written by Caplan. They opened with
Wilco's downtempo but solid song
"Muzzle offices," but neither the pace
nor energy ever quickened. They
meandered through Neil Young's
"Cortez the Killer" and Phish's
"Wading in the Velvet Sea," before finishing with the original "Minutes and
Hours."The stripped down versions of
these songs were pleasant and easy to
listen to, but mostly unvaried, featuring
sparse guitar work from David spliced
into the normal format of the songs.
The third and final band of the night
was the Fantastical Bunny Band, the
alt-rock project of Adam Souza '06,
who has informed me that his new stage
name is Zephery Majcsto. He sang lead
vocals, played acoustic guitar and meager bits of harmonica, while Charles

Culver '05 (organ) and Even Benedict
'08 (electric guitar) accompanied.. The
Bunny Band is becoming known on
Colby's campus for their eclectic mix
of punk, blues, and pop, and Friday was
no different. The Bunny Band began
with an unflattering cover of Robert
Johnson's "All My Love's in Vain," and
proceeded to press through a Souza
original called "It's Raining Helmets,"
and another cover, this time Willie
Dixon's "King Bee."
Josh Handelman '07, who was running the show on Friday night, told me
that he was "really pleased with the
turnout," and that it's "great to see people supporting student bands; I think
it's really encouraging." He added that
he's very enthusiastic about having two
bands comprised of firstryears on campus, giving hope that the student music
scene will continue to live on at Colby.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The turnout for the Faculty Art
Exhibit last Friday was epic.
Considering it was a Friday night, a
number of both Colby students and
faculty and the surrounding Waterville
community came out in force to sec
the work of such professors as
Associate Professor and Art
Department Chair Bevin Engman, a
painter; Professor of Art Harriett
Mathews, a sculptor; Jan Plan
Instructor Nnncy Meader, a potter;
Associate Professor of Art Scott Reed,
a printmnkcr; Assistant Professor of
Art, Garry Mitchell; Slide Curator
Margaret Libby and Assistant
Professor pf Art Dee Pcppc.
Far from a stuffy reception in an
empty museum, young nnd old, students and non-students, enme to see
art professors strut their stuff. "Oohs"
nn d " uhhs" were heard from every
room. One young woman commented
that seeing her professor's work gave
her n whole new respect for the things
she's been learning in the studio.
Professors themselves were on
hand nnd a few were willing to share
some surprising histories behind thoir
creations, Mathews, whoso intricate
bronze sculptures remind one of tiny
landscapes, revealed that she crcntcd
the wax molds of the sculptures nearly 30 years ago on a trip overseas, but

Elliot Smith > ,
From a Basement on trie Mill
song-writing, is lost in the mix.
"Passing Feeling" is an unimpressive shape-shifter that never .really
gets off the ground and the beautiful
(albeit sad) lyricism in "King's
Crossing" is overshadowed by, too
much background noise. Perhaps
some of the clutter can be explained
by inappropriate production choices
of which Smith had no part—it's
simply hard to believe that the final
touches on tracks like the abrasive
"Shooting Star" would have gained
his seal of approval.
Of course, not everything on the
album is overproduced and it's po
coincidence that the best songs
thrive on minimal arrangements.
"Let's Get Lost" is a more of what
we've come to expect from
Smith—that sad sort of beauty that
sweeps through the ¦ headphones
over rich vocal flourishes and intricate guitar work. The same goes.for
"A Fond Farewell,"an eerie suicide
note that, save for the lyrical content, could just as easily have been a
children's lullaby. The gem of the
album, however, is the infectious
"Memory Lane," a cheery-eyed
sing-along about isolation and fear.
It's that emotional minstrel show
that Smith does so well, painting up
unthinkable pain in dazzling colors
and parading it around until we
realize the horror of what's really
going on.
As an album, Basement doesn't
quite stack up to the rest of Smith's
impressive catalogue, ¦but as his
tragic suicide confirmed, this project;,. wpg . jmor^,. aljput .e^erci-fing
demons,-than .anything. elses Musics
it seems, was the only thing that .
kept him going, and as he acknowledges on "Last Hour," "I'm through
trying now / It's a big relief."

ORCHESTRA: Socialcommentarythroughsound
Continued From Page 6
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Students, not no-show headliners , make the Battle of the Bands a success.

Faculty art show opens at Bixler
By FELICIA TEACH

A{ little, over a " year, ago,
singer/songwriter Elliot Smith took
his own life in the midst of recording
what .was to be his sixth studio
album. Sadly, the newswas less than
surprising for most of his fans —any^
one who had been listening closely
to
the previous five albums could have
seen ii coming. Smith was,, and
always had been, the maestro of misery. With his wispy melodies and
multi-instrumental virtuosity, he
could turn depression and ,self-hate
into a gorgeous web of artistry. His
songs were tightly-wound masterpieces, so lull of sparkling treble and
muted sadness that hyfelt like the
speakers would buret open at any
moment, spewing forth all that leftover anguish and grief.
It's a little odd, then, that his final
effort, "From a Basement on the
Hill"—pieced together and produced by close friends and family—
is so much looser and cathartic than
the bulk of his work. Even at his
most passionate, Smith always had
a reserved sense of civility—he was
sad, cynical and downright angry,
but he wore that pasted-on, "have-anice-day"smile at all times, making
the melancholy content of his lyrics
that much more shocking and effective. In Basement, however, Smith
finally lets the beast out of the cage
with heavier distortion, looser songwriting, and a much more candid
message: for better or for worse,
I'm not holding back anymore.
Like almost all of Smith's opening tracks, "Coast to Coast" .is an
accurate forecast for the rest of the
album. It's loud and loose, and.
although the structure and changes
are.familiar, Smith lets most of the
notes fall where they may. But don't
mistake imprecision for laziness.
Tracks like the free-flowing "Pretty
(Ugly Before)" are just as moving
and well-crafted as his earlier work,
only now, none of the sadness is
hiding,behind frantic flnger 7pj.c]d|j g.r
and . carefullyrlayered ,- melodies—- .•
it's right out in the open.
The problem with Basement is
that its "no-holds-barred" approach
doesn't always work, and too often ,
the gorgeous tension in Smith's

just recently cast them into existence: noticed there were many paintings of
talk about a work in progress.
former Colby graduates, but they were
Engman , a painter, also had some all male. Her curiosity led her to dig
interesting things to say about her four up information about Colby women
oil-on-canvas still-life pieces featured and embark on a sort of visual docuat the show. Two of the paintings arc mentary. Among one of the women in
part of her series of book paintings , her paintings is Mary Low, Colby's
but she says the other two, which fea- first female graduate. Another is of
ture pool balls, are "experiments." Low's daughter. Libby says her investigation into these women could take
her "the next five years."
The work of painter and. printmakFar from a stuffy
er Scott Reed elicited such praise as
reception in an
"It's pretty sweet" from admiring students. Some of his paintings such ns
empty museum ,
"Collector 's Craft" mnde uso of bold
young and old,
colors and abstract forms. Scott was
available to enlighten interested stustudents and nondents on his process of creation. "It
students , came to
requires very deep listening" ho snid,
"listening with your eyes;" Ho likened
see art professors
his crcntivc process to n pokor gnmc,
strut their stuff.
when you nro looking nt your hand
nnd thinking about what card to play
and you must "listen with your eyes"
Bevin ndmits "I have been paintin g to know what to-piny.
Other artists were hot on hand but
books for 14 years." She says the pool
balls are pushing into new territory in thoir works spoko for themselves.
Potter Nancy Mender had some
"metaphors of light."
Pnintor Mprgnret Libby 's works admirers from the Watcrville area that
include oil nnd mixed media portraits described her cornmics as "just loveof women. When asked nbout how she ly." Deo Pcppe also hnd some strikcame to find her subjects, Libby con- ingly profound photos of poor youths
fessed she wns inspired not by some- in Belize. Overall the crowd seemed
thing sho saw but something she very plonscd with the breadth and
didn 't sec—Colby women portrayed depth of tho show.
in art , She explained thnt in her daily
Tho exhibit will be open through
comings nnd goings nt the school she Jan, 1.2005.

music, which had been originally a
brilliant dehumanization of a form
typically regarded as the height of the
organic, which Warner Brothers had
converted into pop fodder for use in
it's cartoons as found art, so many
layers of irony were achieved that the
postmodern vessel seemed just like

totally at the verge of bursting.
The actual individual performances, while not strikingly precise
in terms . of intonation were strong
over all, particularly in the area of
rhythmic cohesiveness. There was
some nice horns work, for instance
the interplay between identical twin
trumpet players Rebbeca and Jennifer
Anderson '07. The percussion section
really rocked quite hard.
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Colby Improv,C o lbyettes make w ee kend mo re fun

CO Review

A differen t take on Elliot Smith
By JOSHUA KAHN
STAFF WRITER

Rating: 3.0 (out of 5)

NOAH OALAZS/THE COLBY ECHO

MART |N C0NNELLY/THE

COLBY ECHO

In their performance on Friday, Colby Improv had students laughing. The Colbyettes dressed in their "walk of shame " wear f o r their Saturday show.

"Saw " could he next reality TV
By MARLOW STERN
STAFF WRITER

The sadistic , low-budget horror
film "Saw" was no doubt thought of
long before the honors of Abu Ghraib
were exposed , but the film 's depiction
of two perplexed prisoners , each
shackled by an ankle to a rusty pipe on
opposite sides of a grimy bathroom ,
bears an unnerving resemblance to the
notorious Iraq i prison photos.
Neither Dr. Lawrence Gordon
(Gary Eiwes), a successful doctor, nor
his fellow captive Adam (Lei gh
Whannell), knows how or why he has
landed in these hellish surroundings.
Their sole companion lies in the form
of a dead body sprawled across the
center of the floor, draped with blood ,
clutching a revolver and a microcassette recorder. But , as the intricate
trappings start to unfold , both men
realize that nothing is what it seems
and that this rendezvous isn 't just
mere coincidence , but rather a twisted
form of Providence.

In the kidnapper 's mind—a merciless "killer " known as Jigsaw, both
Lawrence and Adam are sinners who
need to be taught , in the worst imaginable way, to value life. I give "killer "
quotations because he does not actually commit the act, instead forcing his
victims to either submit to his torturous games or kill themselves.
Lawrence, an adulterer, is told he must
kill Adam within eight hours or be
killed along with his wife, Alison
(Monica Potter) and their little daughter, Diana (Makenzie Vega).
The two prisoners are equi pped
with a hacksaw—you know the kind:
the fairly blunt instruments that most
high school students operate in shop
class. Unfortunately, these tools arc by
no means sharp enough to cut through
the chains imprisoning the men. So
(casual moviegoer be forewarned) one
or the other will be forced to app ly
this prickly device to his own leg and
when this much-anticipated moment
of self-amputation comes, the camera
does not turn away completel y.

"Saw," coming from the minds of
first-time director James Wan and
screenwriter/co-star Leigh Whannell ,
does a commendable job of capturing
the panic and vulnerability of men
imp lanted in sadistic situations under
the discriminating gaze of a crazed
"moralist. " Even thoug h the film isn 't
particularly scary, what sets "Saw"
apart fro m your basic horror flick is
t h at , similar to "Seven" and "Phone
Booth ," the killer justifies his actions
through his own uni que (and perverse)
take on morality.
"Saw" also gives us the "pleasure"
of revisiting Jigsaw's earlier "moral
challenges. " They consist of a young
female drug-addict whose jaw is
clamped with a steel casing wired
with explosives. If she can 't beat the
clock by retrieving the key inside the
stomach of a fellow prisoner , her head
will be blown off. Another flashback
shows a man who survived a suicide
attempt (cutting of the wrists), who
can now escape from being entombed
only by forcing his body through a

jungle of flesh-cutting wire.
Wan's stylistic direction is quite
entertaining—especially his shifting
of film speeds—reminiscent of Darren
Aronofsky's "Requiem for a Dream ."
And like "Requiem for a Dream,"
"Saw" has elements of social commentary encoded in its script.
Probabl y the most interesting thing
about "Saw" is that it suggests a reality television competition—think
"Fear Factor: S&M." Given the direction that reality television is headed,
it 's not entirely out of the question that
mischievous games like those played
in "Saw" mi ght one day occupy our
television screens.
While "Saw" has its usual horrormovie share of plot holes and
mediocre acting, as well as an ill-considered subplot (Danny Glover as a
detective obsessed with Jigsaw), the
killer
concept—pun-intended—
allows the film to transcend the mundane genre of modern horror films.

BATTLE : Despite cancellations \uolby-basedtalent brings hope to music -lovers
Continued From Page 6
written by Caplan. They opened with
Wilco 's downtempo but solid song
"Muzzle of Bees," but neither the pace
nor energy ever quickened. They
meandered through Neil Young 's
"Cortcz the Killer " and Pliish' s
"Wading in the Velvet Sea," before finishing with the original "Minutes and
Hours ." The stripped down versions of
these songs were pleasant and easy to
listen to, but mostly unvaried , featuring
sparse guitar work from David spliced
into the normal format of the songs.
The third and final band of the night
was the Fantastical Bunny Band , the
alt-rock project of Adam Souza '06,
who has informed me that his new stage
name is Zephcry Majesto. He sang lead
vocals, played acoustic guitar and meager bits of harmonica , while Charles

Culver '05 (organ) and Even Benedict
'OS (electric guitar) accompanied. The
Bunny Band is becoming known on
Colby 's campus for their eclectic mix
of punk , blues , and pop, and Friday was
no different. The Bunny Band began
with an unflattering cover of Robert
Johnson 's "All My Love's in Vain," and
proceeded to press through a Souza
original called "It 's Raining Helmets,"
and another cover, this time Willie
Dixon 's "King Bee"
Josh I-laiidelman '07, who was running the show on Friday nig ht , told mc
that he was "really pleased with the
turnout ," and that it 's "great to sec people supporting student bands; I think
it 's really encouraging." He added that
lie's very enthusiastic about having two
bands comprised of first-years on campus, giving hope that the student music
scone will continue lo live on at Colby.

ORCHESTRA: Socialcommentarythroughsound
Continued From Page 6

SHARON NOEL/T HE COLBY ECHO

Students, not no-show headliners , make the Battle of the Bands a success.

Faculty art show opens at Bixler
By FELICIA TEACH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The turnout for the Vacuity Art
Exhibit last Friday was ep ic.
Considering il was a Friday night , a
number of both Colby students and
faculty and the surrounding Watcrville
community came out in force to sec
the work of such professors as
Associate
Professor and
Art
Department Chair Bevin l.ngman , a
painter; Professor of Art Harriett
Mathews , a scul ptor ; .Inn Plan
Instructor Nancy Meader, a potter;
Associate Pro fessor of Ail Scott Reed ,
n printmaker; Assistant Professor ol
Art, Garry Mitchell; Slide Curator
Margaret
Libby and Assistant
Professor of Art Dec Pcppe.
far (mm a stully reception in an
empty museum , young and old, students and non-students , came to see
art professors strut their stuff. "Oohs"
mid "nhhs" were heard iron , every
room. One young woman commented
that seeing her professor 's work gave
her a whole new respect for the things
she 's been learning in the studio.
Professors themselves were on
hand and a few were willing to share
some surprising histories behind their
crea tions. Mathews , whose intricate
bronze sculptures remind one of tiny
land scap es , revealed that she created
the wax molds of the scul ptur es nearly 30 years ago on n tri p overseas, but

just recently cast them into existence:
talk about a work in progress.
litigman , a painter , also had some
interesting things to say about her font
o/.-o.?-c,.i..v...s still-lite p ieces f eatured
at the show. Two of the paintings arc
purl of her series of book paintings ,
but she says the other two, which feature pool balls , arc "experiments. "

Far from a stuffy
reception in an
empty museum,
young and old ,
students and nonstudents, came to
see art professors
strut their stuff.
Bevin admits "1 have been painting
hooks for I'I years." She says the pool
hulls arc pushing into new territory in
"metaphors of light. "
Painter Margaret Libby 's works
include oil and mixed media portraits
of women, When asked about how she
came to find her subjects, Libby confessed she was inspired not hy something she saw but something she
d idn't see—Colby women portrayed
in art, She explained thnt in her daily
comings and goings nt the school she

A little over a year ago,
singer/songwriter Elliot Smith took
his own life in the midst of recording
what was to be his sixth studio
album. Sadly, the news was less than
surprising for most of his fans —anyone who had been listening closely to
Elliot Smith
the previous five albums could have
From a Basement on the Hill
seen it coming. Smith was, and
always had been, the maestro of misery. With his wispy melodies and song-writing is lost in the mix.
multi-instrumental virtuosity, he "Passing Feeling" is an unimprescould turn depression and self-hate sive shape-shifter that never really
into a gorgeous web of artistry. His gets off the ground and the beautiful
songs were tightly-wound master- (albeit sad) lyricism in "King's
pieces, so full of sparkling treble and Crossing" is overshadowed by too
muted sadness that it felt like the much background noise. Perhaps
speakers would burst open at any some of the clutter can be explained
moment, spewing forth all that left- by inappropriate production choices
over anguish and grief.
of which Smith had no part—it's
It's a little odd, then, that his final simply hard to believe that the final
effort, "From a Basement on the touches on tracks like the abrasive
Hill"—pieced together and pro- "Shooting Star" would have gained
duced by close friends and family— his seal of approval .
is so much looser and cathartic than
Of course, not everything on the
the bulk of his work. Even at his album is overproduced and it's no
most passionate, Smith always had coincidence that the best songs
a reserved sense of civility—he was thrive on minimal arrangements.
sad, cynical and downright angry, "Let's Get Lost" is a more of what
but he wore that pasted-on, "have-a- we've come to expect from
nice-day" smile at all times, making Smith—that sad sort of beauty that
the melancholy content of his lyrics sweeps through the headphones
that much more shocking and effec- over rich vocal flourishes and intritive. In Basement, however, Smith cate guitar work. The same goes for
finally lets the beast out of the cage "A Fond Farewell," an eerie suicide
with heavier distortion, looser song- note that, save for the lyrical conwriting, and a much more candid tent, could just as easily have been a
message: for better or for worse, children 's lullaby. The gem of the
I'm not holding back anymore.
album, however, is the infectious
Like almost all of Smith's open- "Memory Lane," a cheery-eyed
ing tracks, "Coast to Coast" is an sing-along about isolation and fear.
accurate forecast for the rest of the It's that emotional minstrel show
album. It's loud and loose, and that Smith does so well, painting up
although the structure and changes unthinkable pain in dazzling colors
are familiar, Smith lets most of the and parading it around until we
notes fall where they may. But don't realize the hon or of what's really
mistake imprecision for laziness. going on.
Tracks like the free-flowing "Pretty
As an album, Basement doesn't
(Ugly Before)" are just as moving quite stack up to the rest of Smith's
and well-crafted as his earlier work, impressive catalogue, but as his
only now, none of the sadness is tragic suicide confirmed, this prohiding behind frantic finger-picking ject was more about exercising
and carefully-layered melodies— demons than anything else, Music,
it's right out in the open.
it seems, was the only thing that
The problem with Basement is kept him going, and as he acknowlthat its "no-holds-barred" approach edges on "Last Hour," "I'm through
doesn't always work, and too often , trying now / It's a big relief."
the gorgeous tension in Smith's

noticed there were many paintings ol
former Colby graduates , but they were
all male. Her curiosity led her lo dig
up information about Colby women
nnd embark on a sort of visual documentary. Among one of the women in
her paintings is Mary Low, Colby 's
llrs t female graduate. Another is of
Low 's daughter. Libb y says her investigation into these women could take
her "the next live years ,"
The work of painter and printmaker Scott Reed elicited such praise as
"It 's pretty sweet " from admiring students. Some of his paintings such as
"Collector 's Craft " made use of bold
colors and abstract forms. Scott was
available lo enlighten interested students on his process of creation. "It
requires very deep listening " he said ,
"listening with your eyes." I lc likened
his creative process lo n poker game,
when you are looking al your hand
and thinking about what card to play
and you must "listen with your eyes"
to know what to piny .
Other artists were not on hand but
their works spoke lor themselves,
Poller Nancy Mender had some
admirers fro m the Wtitcrville area that
described her ceramics as "just lovely." Dee Pcppe also had some strikingly profound photos of poor youths
in Belize, Overall the crowd seemed
very pleased with the breadth and
depth of the show.
The exhibit will be open through
.Inn. 1 , 2005.

music, which had been originally a
brilliant dehumanization of a form
typically regarded as the height of the
organic, which Warner Brothers had
converted into pop fodder for use in
it's cartoons as found art, so many
layers of irony were achieved that the
postmodern vessel seemed just like

totally at the verge of bursting.
The actual individual performances, while not strikingly precise
in terms of intonation were strong
over all , particularly in the area of
rhythmic cohesiveness. There was
some nice horns work, for instance
the interplay between identical twin
trumpet players Rebbeca and Jennifer
Anderson '07. The percussion section
really rocked quite hard .
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High expectations f or swimming
By JUSTIN ANSEL

, ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby men 's and women's
swimming team heads into the 20042005 season with high expectations.
Captains Laura Miller '05 and Justin
Dubois '05 lead thei r r esp ectiv e
teams as the women's team h opes to
improve upon a . 20 place finish
nationally and will again be paced by
swimmers Miller, Beth Foxwell '06,
Anne Muir '07 and Meg Vallaly '07
who combined for a total of 17 AilAmerican honors last year.
The team wilf also look to Lilli
Higgins '07 and .Weather Potdevin
'07 to continue to improve after fine
first year seasons. Coach Tom Burton
is ex cited about the women's team.
"With our returning swimmers back
plus the addition of a deep and talented first year class, there is promise
for another fantastic season."
On the men's side, the team will
look for continued improvements
from all swimmers as Dubois, JaBez
Dewey '07, Patr i ck Dean '07, Ian
Cross '07, Chris DeSantis '06, Tom
Ireland '05 and Mitch .Bartkiewicz
'07 lead a strong retu rnin g line-up
that should con te n d with th e other
New E ngland Sm all College Ath letic
Conference schools.
"Patrick Dean '07 promises to
heat up the breaststroke competitio n
this yea r, after learning not to share

water bottles. Mitch Bartkiewicz depth shou ld also be an advantage
proves once again that good things this season as th e men fi n ally h ave a
do come in little packages. Junior larger team that will compete from
Chris DeSantis, in addition to lead- top to bottom with the best teams in
ing by example, has shown no small the country. .
"The men's team has shown sigeffort in welcoming the younger
members of the team," said Tom nificant signs of improvement from
last season. 'There is.no question that
Ireland '05.
"Ryan Adams '07 has consistently this will be an exciting year for
displayed his inner fortitude both in men's swimming and diving at
Colby," said Burton.
Similarly, Dubois is also excited
about the season. Dubois points to
the strength of aill four classes as a
strong point for the season with eight
first year swimmers, a potent sophomore class and the leadership of the
team's two juniors and three seniors.
However, the team's strongest point
m ay be the team's closeness; "the
level of trust and camaraderie for
such a young team is impressive,"
said Dubois.
A new face on the coaching staff
may also bring some added life to
the team as Jess Knight '02 returns
to Colby to help Coach Burton with
the coachi n g duties .
Tom Bur ton
The season sh ou ld be an ex citing
' Coach
one for both the men and women's
teams as NESCAC swimming
boasts some of the best all-around
and out of the water. Senior Dan Division III competition in the
Seifert returns to the team from a country. The Alfond Athletic center
year abroad i n Ox ford, England, and pool will feature both' teams
h as decided to cap ital ize on the t im e throughout the winter.
difference in order to make morn in g
practices ," Ireland added. The team's

With pur returning swimmers
back plus the
addition of a
deep jand talented first-year
class, there is
promise for
another fantastic season.

Alpine skiing looks to break into top ten
By ALEXA UNDAUER
. SPORTS EDITOR

After finishing eleventh at the
NCAA Division I championshi ps ,
alpine skiing is ready to tear it tip and
break into the top ten this season. Both
the men's and women's team will
return a strong group of upperclassmen with minimal losses from graduation and each team also welcomes
several first-year students to their
ranks. This combination of experience
and new talent should produce a team
that is capable of being one of the top
teams in the nation.
The men's • team returns three
NCAA qualifiers this season, including Captain Warner Nickerson '05,
Steve Saunders '05 and-Charlie Reed
'06. Juniors Rory Kelly and Jake
Colognes! should also show strong
performances this year. Nickerson
added th at while the team "lost one
skier, Kristian Knights, we picked up

two freshmen, "Jody Centauro and
Jack M allia, who have more than
picked up the slack , that Kristian
Knights left behind."
In 2004 Nickerson won five EISA
ski carn ival events, in clu di n g three
giant slalom and two slalom races At
the Un iversity of Verm ont Carniva l
Nickerson was the first Colby alpine
skier to ever win the giant slalom arid
the slalom in the same weekend.
The women's team easily matched
the accomplishments ; of the men's
team, with juniors Abbi and Jenny
Laitiirop qualifying for the . NCAA
championships; Like Nickerson,
Jenny won th e giant sl alom and the
slalom in the same weekend at the
Williams College Carnival; Abbi won
the giant slalom at the Colby Carnival
and the St. Lawrence Carnival.
With the Lathrbps, Nickerson,
Saunders and Reed all traveling to the
NCAA Division I championshi ps,
Colby was just one athlete short of a
full team.. Despite not hav ing any

nordic skiers competing, Colby was
only 8.5 points away from finishing in
tenth place. Jenny and Abbi placed
seventh and tenth respectively in the
giant slalom; Nickerson also p laced
tenth. In .the slalom, Abbi an d Jenny
placed 11 and 15 respectively. The
Lathrops and Nickerson all won
Second Team All-American honors
for the giant slalom. At the EISA
Championships, the team came in
fourth place , improving from the
2002-2003 season's'fifthp lace finish.
Nickerson concluded that "breaking into the -top ten at NCAA
Nationals is definitely our main objective. And based on individual rankings
we are undoubtedly the strongest ski
team Colby has ever seen. We just
have to put it down the hill and hope
for the best." With n early two months
to go before thei r fi rst com petition,
the team wi ll be trai n i ng h ard an d
should be a major presence on the skiing circuit come January.

Talented first-years add to nordic skiing
By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

While much of the Colby popu lation
was lyin g on the beach, thinkin g of
anythin g but the Maine winters, the ski
teams were dreaming of snow. Now
with snow forecasted in the not-so-distan t futu re, the nordic team is busy continuing their training and waiting for
the first flakes to fall. After an up and
down season in 2004, the team looks to
im prov e upon its ran ki n g in the E astern
NCAA Division I circuit with the addition of talented first-years and the
return of a solid Vore' of uppercias_.meh.
The ' nordic team had their share of
successes and disappointments last
season from both the men 's and
women's squads. The men's team hit
their peak performance with a seventh
place finish at the Dartmouth
Carnival, in which Eric Fitz '04, Kris
Dobie '06, Jeff Alden '07 and Fred
Bailey '07 all finished in the top 30.
Brandon Smithwood '06 also took an
impressive 26 place at the Colby
Carnival before being sidelined with
an injury for the remainder of the season. Dobie, Alden , Bailey and
Smithwood all scored NCAA qualifying points during the 2003-2004 season.

On the women 's side, Hillary
Easter '06 was a strong force for the
Mules with her 23 place finish in the

distance classic race at Dartmouth.
Alex Jospe '06 performed impressively before the Eastern Intercollegiate
Ski A ssociation season even began
with a thi rd place overall finish in the
TAMC Super Tour.
Despite losing three skiers to grad-

It's hard to predict what kind
of results [the
first-years] will

'.j' i.Hayej. ^ut .r m

confident they
have what it
takes to race
fast.
Miriam Trotscha '07
Captain

uation , women 's Captain Miriam
Trotscha '07 is confident that the team
will be stronger than last year. "We've
got skiers from all of the country that
each bring unique racing backgrounds
and talent to the team. It's hard to predict what kind of results they will
have, but I'm confident they have
what it takes to race fast." The

women's team will have seven new
members t his season, including Katie
Klepinski '08 who won the classic
race at the Minnesota State Meet.
Men 's Capt ain Aaron Blazar '05
agreed that this year 's team shou ld be at
least as strong as last year 's. "Every
male returnee has a solid y ear of train in g
under his belt. Our lineup has been bolstered by the addition of four strong
freshmen (John Swain, Jon Reno, Austin
Ross, Nick Kline) with exceptional racing backgrounds." Coach Paul Stone
noted "It will be hard to choose a carnival team each week becau se we have at
least 12'guys capable of scoring:'? "s > i
The nordic' fearn is also under new
direction this year, as Coach Tracey
Cote is on sabbatical for the year
coaching the U.S. Ski Team. Interim
Coach Paul Stone will take on the
team after coaching at Williams
College for several years. Trotscha
noted that Stone "p la ces a lot of
emphasis on quality training sessions.
I know that we're all very excited to
have Paul coach us for a year." Blazar
also pointed out that Stone "has lots of
experience coaching Division I skiers
in a Division III environment."
The team will kick off their season
Jan. 14 at the St. Michael's Carnival,
For the next two months they will
continue to work on their speed, with
training culminating at their training
camp Dec. 22 through Jan. 2.

ECHO FILE PHOTO

Charlie Reed '06 tears down the mountain. Reed was one of f ive Colby skiers who qualifiedfor NCAAnationals.
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Boozehounds already deep in winning
season while playing in two leagues
By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

' Combining fun and some serious
hockey playing, the Boozehounds ,
Colby 's club hockey tenm , arc off to
a successful start this season, This
yenr the team has been permitted to
play in Alfond ice Arena which has
not been the case in the past.
The Boozehounds play in two different leagues : a "men 's league
against old guys," nnd a college
league , according to Co-Captain
Doug "Schncfer" Summit '05, Last
year their record was 12-13-5 and
"most of our losses [came] in men 's
league games," Summa said, They
are, off to n much better start this year
with q 7-2 record ,
Cblby 's most recent loss came
from n game Inst week against the
Maine- Maritime Academy, in which
they lost by onl y one gonl "with two
minutes to go." The loss, Summa
stated, was caused by the fact that
"wo did only hnvc nine guys to their
25 skitters ," Summa also confidently
nnd .somewhat vengofully said, "We
will take them when wc ploy them on
December 6.''
Iny thc height of thoir season,
Jniuii iry
nnd
February,
tho

Boozehounds should not be hindered by the loss of "one or two
guys" who "didn 't really come to
too many games," They will easily
be able to make up for this almost
insignificant loss with the,some new
talented players they gained this
year, Summa said.
The Boozehounds arc also captained by Rich "Pedro" Crowley '05,
a.k.a. Rich "Bro" Crowley, a.k.a.
Rich "I renlly want to piny forward
but I'm stuck in defense" Crowley,
a.k.a. Rich "Title IX" Crowley—a
nickname given to him because he
was the inspiration for gender equality in sports„.or because he and
Summa were struggling to come up
with a better nickname , but couldn 't.
They arc coached by Juliana Green ,
"who bakes us brownies for incen-

tive to win ," Crowley said.
Summa 's predictions for the
upcoming season are that "we will
strong ly contend for the championship in the college league, and
hopefully wc will be stronger in the
men 's league ," Considering their rigorous training routine this , goal
should be easily accomplished. "Wc
work out everyday of the week,
doing strength training and cardiovascular circuits designed to increase
our tolerance ," and "before each
game we have natural food , natural
herbs , and other 'natural' substances," Summa said,
Summa concluded , "Wc are a
group of washed up high school all
stars who just enjoy playing some
hockey; wc piny for pride , Colby,
and to look damn sexy."
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Indoor track exp ands ranks with talented f irst-years Devastator of the WggSf
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

After a successful 2003-2004 season, the men's and women's indoor
track teams are ready to prove that their
increase in size will only increase the
depth of their talent as they prepare for
the 2005 season. While the women's
team graduated several important point
winners, including Caroline Minkoff
'04 and Karima Ummah '04 who both
competed in the NCAA Division III
Championships, the men's team only
los t t wo athletes an d both squads loo k
to be filled out with t he additio n of a
solid crew of first-years.
Desp ite the losses of valuable athletes like Minkoff and Ummah, the
women's team returns a huge number
of talented athletes who have been
training hard throughout the year to
improve upon their records from last
season. Sprints Captain Nora Gouge
'05 indicated tha t Captain Kat ie Ghelli
'05, Anna Bruno '07 an d Stephanie
Freese '07 will give the team a strong
group of p ole vaulters, along with
Emilie Coulson '06 in jumps. Ivica
Petrik ova '07, Samantha Lawson '07
and Ajima Olaghere '07 will lead the
sprinters along with Gouge, w h ile

than before m many more events. NESCAC league couldn't just say
Depth helps win at big competitions, 'Forget about Colby,we can work right
and I'm really excited to see our through them' because we had men that
underclassmen step up. and show other jumbled things up, stole some points
schools just how hard we've been here and there and as a team we were
working," Gouge said. .
close contenders for titles at times."
The men's team only lost two athWith the addition (bf many talented
letes , so they are looking ,to come out first-year athletes as well as many
hard this season and take top places returning athletes, the team should
once they begin competing in January. continue to steal points this season.
Despite their small numbers, the team Captain Patrick Hamer '05 said,
had a number of successes last season. "There's a lot of leadership on this
Captain Xavier Garcia '05 said, " The team, a lot of experience, from guys
like Roy Wilson '07, Mike Aquino
'07, Josh Montague '06, Nick
Oxenhorn '06, and Kyung Ko '06."
"We've got a new prospect
Madison Gouzie '08, who's been
showing great potential these last two
preseason months. I'm excited to see
the improvement last year's freshmen
will bring forth now a year stronger,"
Garcia added.
With nearly two months until their
first competition, Harner said, "For
now we are working hard and focusing on laying a great foundation for
the seasons both physically, mentally
and emotionally." Garcia concluded
that "We're only as good as how
hard we've trained. Our feet will do
•
ECHO FILE PHOTO
all the talking.".
Indoor track hopes to be more of a presence this year with larger teams.
Stephanie Agrimanakis '07 is expected
to perform well in the 400 meter dash.
Throwing Captain Missy Cianc iolo
'07 will step in for Minkoff this season
and the team also returns a number of
talented distance runners, including
Jess Minty '06 and Captain Karina
Johnson '05.
"I think other teams are expecting
us to be hurting after the loss of
Karima and Caroline, but what they
don't know is that the team is almost
twice as big now with lots more depth

Men 's basketball optimistic Squash looks to rebuild
for a successful campaign
the case in recent years. Jamie
Snyder-Fair '05 and Michael
STAFF WRITER
Rutherford '05 will no doubt give the
tea m so me experience an d leadersh ip
The Colby m en's basketball team on the court. The team's s uccess will
co m es in to t h is yea r w ith hi gh hinge upo n wh ethe r everyone o n t h e
hopes after a disappointing season team can co nt ribute th eir in divid u al
last year. The team only managed to part to the overall strategy.
"We have all the piece s in place
win six games last year; however,
th ey were highly co mpetitive in to be a good tea m, it' s o n ly a m atte r
many games including games with- of eve ryo n e play in g to thei r ro les
in their league. The New England and doing what's best for us as a
Small College Ath l etic Co n fer en ce whole ," McGowan said.
Coming back for his thirty-fourth
basketball league is one of the m ost
competitive Division III basketball year as head baske tb al l coach at
conferences in the country. The Colby, Richard Whitmore is confiMules won the Maine State title last dent about his squad. His goal for
season an d j ust mi ssed o ut o n the the tea m is to "qualify and be sucplayoffs. They ended the season in a cessful in the NESCAC schedule."
three way tie for seventh place in He will focus the team on team
the NESCAC with' Tufts University defense and- out-rebounding their
and Middlebury College and a opponents. "The work ethic thus far
is high quality," Whitmore added as
record of 2-7 in the NESCAC.
The Mules will look to six play- another reason for why the team
ers who had starting roles at some feels optimistic about improving
point last year. The team is led this from last year.
year by second year Captain Pat
This season 's schedule includes
McGowan '05 at guard. McGowan home games against NESCAC
averaged 1.3.2 point per game last rivals Bates College and Bowdoin
year along with 3.5 rebounds a College during January. The Mules
game. He will be accompanied by will also compete in several tournaother veterans such as Tom Nale '05 ments this year during the holiday
and Nick Farrell '07. The team has breaks. Over Thanksgiving break
a lot of depth at guard with sopho- the team will travel to Boston to
more Pat Featherston looking to get face off at the Emmanuel College
some time this year and Jared tournament. The other teams at this
Cushman '05 coming back from a tournament include Emmanuel ,
shoulder surgery that kept him out SUNY Purchase and Widencr
last season. One of the biggest University. Over winter break they
forces on the team last year was will head west to Phoenix Arizona
Drew Cohen '07. Cohen led the for the Grand Canyon Classic. The
NESCAC as a first-year in shots team will open at home against
blocked last year and looks to reek Babson College next Tuesday folmore havoc in the paint this year.
lowed by- another home game
The team also has a strong nucleus against Newbury College the folof five seniors, which has not been lowing week.
By STEVE SANDAK
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Johnson led the Mules to a third place finish at the New England Division III
¦meet which allows the'team to continue on to the NCAA Division III
,
Championship this weekend at Eua Claire, Wise. Johnson finished the race in 14
place with a time of 22 minutes, 35.8 seconds on the six kilometer course. She ,
also was the first Colby runner at the New England Small College Athletic
Conference championship meet, where she earned Ali-NESCAC second team,
honors for her 11 p lace fi ni sh . Johnson was the top runner at Open New
Englands and she also earned All-State honors this season.

Yout h on women s basket ball should not

women's teams will play a minimum
of 20 matches beginning in November
and ending in March. The men's team,
The Colby squash team is prepar- which was ranked 19 in the nation at
ing fo r a co mpetit ive season this week the end of last year with an 8-15 overas things get underway for the winter. all reco rd, is excit ed to get thi n gs
"Our goal for th i s seaso n is to bu ild a under way this season. The men's
stro ng team , and win as many match- squash team did not lose any players at
es as possible , and have fun," said the end of last year and they have several new additions to the team. The
women's-Captain Julia Benedict '05.
Last year the women's team fin- team is pleased to welc ome Ryan
ished 12 in the n atio n, which was on e Maher '08 , Brett W illis '08 and Jeffery
sp ot lowe r than the year befo re, with a M ulli n s '08. Maher, an especially
10-10 overall record as NCAA strong player, is prese ntly h eali ng
Division I competitors. In 2003, the from a knee injury he acquired during
squash team placed 11 in the n atio n, COOT. The team is hoping he will
make his full
whic h is the best the
women 's team has
recovery soon so
that he can join the
ever placed in squash
team this season.
history at Colby.
"We lost
fiv e
: .,.9£„£omel ,,qf. hi ?
returning players,
players last yeai
which is a huge numKahn
noted,
"Returning
top
ber, so this year will
players
are
be a challenge bringCaptains
Ryan
ing the ladder back
up," Benedict noted.
Phelan and Trevor
Nevertheless, the
McWilliams who
should play in the
squash team has
top three positions
adopted five new
first-years onto the
this
year.
team:
Rosalind
McWilliams is sufMia Benedict '05
Becker, Katherine
fering from a knee
Captain
Boycc, Nina Delano,
injuiy from soccer
but is rapidly gainStacy Petro and
ing his form."
Kathryn Tom. "The
combination should make for a
"Mark Biggar '07, Andy Carr '07,
strong second half of the season," Sam Weeks '06, Nate Stone '06 and
Coach Sakhi Kahn remarked of the Drew Moreland '07 are back from last
new additions.
year, hoping to help improve Colby's
"Returning MVP Julia Benedict and number nineteen national ranking,"
top senior player Nikki Patel will add Kahn concluded optimistically.
This weekend both teams will kick
to our competitiveness," Kahn said.
"We aren 't expecting to place as off the season as they travel to
well this year, but we're hoping to Harvard University to compete
get a lot of enthusiastic new players against Tufts University and
and train them if not this year, then Williams College.
for the next," Benedict said.
This year both the men 's and
By JESSICA BERNHARD
:-
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We lost five
players last year
which is a huge
number , so this
year will be a
challenge bringing the ladder
back up.

prevent team from having a successful season
By ALEXA UNDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

After a rebuilding year last season,
women's basketball looks to sta rt
an ew agai n with a young roste r
in cl u din g o n ly o ne se n io r and n o
juniors. Last season the Mules coneluded with a record of 9-16 after losin g four valu able players and with this
year's team including seven first-year
students, Colby 's New England Small
College Athletic Conference oppon ents may be skeptical as to ho w well
the Mules will perform.
However, senior Captain Wendy
Bonner is conyinced that the youth on
^
this year .'^squad wi|I not have £ negative effect oh the performance'o f the
team. "I cannot wait to shock [the
NESCAC league] on the court and
destroy the idea that older is better.
Old may mean experience, but we're
young and frisky and we know what it
means to play the game."
Bonner is very excited about the
prospects for this season with so many
young players on the team. A strong
group of sophomores who gained
experience last season will also be
essential to the success of the squad.
"The sophomore class will benefit this
year from playing lots of minutes in
their freshman year. The freshmen and
sophomores play like they are seniors
with confidence, skill and knowledge

of the game," Bonner said.
In add itio n to having a large
amount of experience from previous
teams , Bo nner also noted th at the
women on the team have ari extreme
love for the game which will give the
team a definite advantage. " We have a
natural team chemistry an d a great
work ethic . The team loves to be on
the co urt , we are positive with ourselves and each other whic h helps to
motivate everyone on the floor. It is
going to be a spectacular season."
Bonner led the Mules in scoring
last sea so n, with an average of 11.2
points per game as well as rebounding
with 9.2 points per game. She was
seco nd in the NESCA C. in rebounding.( ,fpui$,, in ,.fjeljl ,, goal;, percentage
(.505) .and .15. in scoring and. , also
earned Maine All-State honors. The
Mules did lose Sarah Kelly '06 for
this season, who led the team in
assists and steals last year. However,
BOnner is quick to point out that every
member of the team will be:vital this
year. "Every member of our team is a
quality basketball player, which
includes a natural leadership ability. I
believe that we will have leadership
from every player on the roster."
The women will kick off their season this weekend with their Tip-Off
Tourney, in which they will take on
Wellsley College on Friday before the
championship on Saturday.
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this week
ill sport s

Mules def end CBB title, shutout Bowdom Polar Bears 23-0

FRIDAY, NOV. 19

By AJ HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

Colby football ended the season on
a high note last Saturday, as the
Mules ended their 2004 season by
blowing out arch rival Bowdoin
College 23-0 on a frigid November
day at Seaverns Field. The Mules
dominated on both sides of the ball in
the victory, though the defense once
again came up big and forced key
turnovers to spark Colby 's victory.
The first quarter was marked by
missed opportunities for both teams,
as Bowdoin began the game by driving 73 yards down to Colby 's own
seven yard line, only to get stuffed
by the Mules ' defense as Colby
forced Bowdoin to turn the ball over
on downs after four shots at the end
zone. The Mules did not learn from
Bowdoin 's mistake, driving all the
way back down to Bowdoin 's 14
yard line but turned the ball over
with an interception.
Things got better in the second
quarter, however, as receiver Mike
Tomich '05 caught a 39-yard bomb
from quarterback Justin Smith '07 to
make the score 7-0 Mules. After
another Polar Bear punt the Mules
started driving again , this time converting for a 32-yard field goal by

kicker John Goss '06 to make it 10-0
going into the half.
The Mules started right where
they left off in the third quarter, as
they took the opening kickoff of the
half and drove the ball 61 yards to

SPORTS EDITOR

With a th ird place finish in the
NCAA Division III New England
Region Championship meet held at
the University of Southern Maine,
the women 's cross country team is
on their way to the NCAA Division
III Champ ionshi p meet at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Nov. 20. Colby will be among five
teams from New Eng land that will
travel to the national meet. The
women, ranked 16 in the nation
before Saturday 's meet, defeated
fifth ranked Amherst College but
fell short of Williams College and
Middlebury College. Wesleyan
University will be the fifth team to
travel to nationals.
Senior
Co-Captain
Karina
Johnson said , "It was cold and a little wind y but we arrived focused
and ready to do what we needed to
do." Johnson certainly did what she
needed to do, finishing first for the
Mules in 14 place with a time of 22
minutes, 35.8 seconds on the six
kil ometer course. Anna King '08
finished three seconds later followed by Jess Minty '06, Liz Petit
'08, Liz Turner '06, Karen Prisby
'07 and Hillary Easter '06.
Senior
Co-Cnptain
Torrcy
Kulovv said of Johnson's rac e, "It
was n great race for Knrinn. She's
b een workin g s o hard for four
years with so much heart and spirit and to finish fourteenth is really
awesome for her,"
The women were forced to wait
for nearly half an hour until th eir
ov erall place was announced, at
whi ch point the team went wild.
However , Colby did not enter the
race as n group of underdogs. The
team has proved again and again

its third shutout of the season.
The Mules added another Smith
touchdown pass in the fourth, this
time a 12-yard pass to tight end
Roddy Ames '06.
With the victory of Bowdoin the

Mules won their third CBB championship in four years and their, second
in a row. They also finished the season 6-2, making them tied for second
in the New England Small College
Athletic Conference with Williams
College and Amherst College.
Senior linebacker and Captain
Steve Kasperski summed up the season by saying "I think we did what
¦we set out to do at the very beginning of the year, which was to be
right up there with the top teams in
the NESCAC and come together as a
team." Kasperski had great praise for
the new coaching staff led by head
coach Ed Mestieri, citing them as
"completely fulfilling my expectations and being everything I hoped
they could be."
Kasperski is one of 15 graduating
seniors who played their last game as
a Mule on Saturday. Kasperski
reflected on this last garnet by saying
"It's weird, I've been playing football my whole life, but now I guess I
have more time to work."
For the rest of Colby's football
team the work continues, however,
as they begin to train and look
towards next fall and the beginning
of next year 's season.

SATURDAY,NOV.20

• Women's Cross Country
@ NCAA Div. HI
Eau Claire, Wise.
, ' • Women's Hockey
vs. Middlebury
3 p.m.
• Men's Hockey
@ New England College
• Men's Basketball
@ Emmanuel tournament

'

SUNDAY,NOV.21

• Men's Basketball
@ Emmanuel tournament
• Men's Squash
© Harvard
y vs. Tufts and Williams
• Women's Squash
@ Harvard
vs. Tufts and Williams

MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO

Justin Smith '07 prepa res to pass of f the ball in Saturday 's victory over the Bowdoin Polar Bears.

Gross country to go to nationals
By ALEXA LINDAUER

set up a one yard touchdown run by
Nial DeMena '07. That pretty much
put the game out of reach for the
Polar Bears, as the Mules defense
was simply not allowing the Polar
Bears to get anywhere on route to

• Women's Basketball
vs. Wellsley
¦)
6 p.m.
¦ ¦• Men's Hockey
@ St. Anselm
•'• Women 's Hockey
vs. Williams v ¦/'¦" .
7 p.m. ;

this season that they are among the
best in the nation. "Our girls were
well prepared for the race, having
worked hard over the past few
weeks and strategizing for how to
run a smart race," Kulow said.
Johnson pointe d out that while
only the top seven runners competed Saturday, the victory was one
for the whole team. "Every single
person on our team has contributed
to our success. The girls on the
team who are done with competition for the season were all at the
meet cheering us on with minimal
clothing and painted bellies. "
Kulow added , "We came bearing
posters, cow bells, and even painted bodies and in the end everyone
was incredibly excited when we
got third. There was lots of excited
screaming and jump ing up and
down and hugging."
"As a captain and senior I am so
proud of the team and thrilled
with our amazin g season. We surpassed our own expectations. We
can 't wait to get out to the
Mi dwest and prove that some of
the fastest runn ers in the nation
in deed hail from New England,"
Johnson said,
The men 's team also competed in
th e national qualifyin g meet, with
Co-Captain Jeff Alden '07 finishin g
first for the Mules in 48 p lace with
a time of 27 minu tes, 24.9 seebnds
on th e five mile course. Alden was
followed by sophomores Fred
Bnilcy and Dan Vassnllo, Al ex Gill
'08, Co-Captnin Peyton McElyca
'05, Rich Downing '05 and Jon
Reno '08. Tufts University won the
meet , while Colby to ok 16 plncc
overall. The meet marks the end of
the season for l hc men, as they will
not continue on to nationals.

Men s ice hockey kicks
off season this weekend

Women s hockey
under new coach

By AJ HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

By ALEXA LINDAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

After just missing out on making
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference tournament in
2004, the Colby women 's hockey
team is ready to prove themselves to
the NESCAC and advance into the
tournament this season. The Mules
look to improve
upon their previous
record of 4-18-1
overall and 4-11-1
in their conference.
With the addition
of eight first-year
players and after
losing only two athletes to graduation ,
Colby should b e a
high ly competitive
team this season.

Senior Captains

Heather DeVito and
Michele Barrriash
should be leading

scorers

for

the

Mules this season.

DeVito has 41
career goals and 34
assists, with 12
goals and three

assists last year,
while
Bnrmash
contri buted
nine

goals

and eight

has broadened our horizons and
along with that he and Jen Holsten ,
our assistant coach, create a perfect
balance for our team," she said.
Barmash also remarked that the
team should be successful this season
due to the cooperation and comradery
the players have exhibited. Having a
team that is able to get along well
greatly improves their successes on
the ice. "We've been playing incredibly well as a team
and the team chemistry on and off the
ice is undeniable,"
Barmash said.
The Mules will
kick off their season
this weekend as
th ey
take . on
Williams College on
Friday night and
Middlebury College
S a t u r d a y .
Midd le b ury
was
first
in
the
NESCAC last season, while Williams
was third and Colby
finished in eighth.
However, Barmash
is optimistic that the

We are a team
packed with
incredible leaders and we
expect every
single player on
our team to step
up. We definitely plan on being
a contender for
the NESCAC
cham pionship
this year; we
will be a team
that is hard to
beat .

Mules

will

sec

much improvement
this year and will be
much more competitive against schools
such as Middleb ury
and Williams. "Wc
arc a team packed
with
incredi ble

Colby's men's hockey team opens up
a new season with a road trip this weekend, traveling to New Hampshire to take
on St. Anselm's College and perennial
Eastern College Athletic Conference
power New England College. The two
games will kick off a difficult New
England Small College Athletic
Conference and ECAC East schedule
that features 24
games against some
of the toughest D-1II
hockey competition
in the country, including last year's national
champion
Middlebury College
and
Norwich
University, which
won the title two
years ago.
. The Mules come
off a successful 20032004 season that saw
them finish 14-7-4
and once again reach
tlie NESCAC semifinals. Highlights of
last year 's season

the 'team to contribute from opening
night, Tortorella specifically mentioned
defenseman Ryan Chrenek '08 and forward Jason Weigel '08 as being players
to watch, as both "are older and have the
experience to be able to come right out
and compete."
Besides the incoming class of recmits,
the Mules will return plenty of firepower
from last year 's team, including allNESCAC first team defenseman Patrick
Walsh '05 and all-NESCAC second
team forward Nick Bayley '05, who has
led the team in scoring each of the past
three years. The
Mules will also return
goaltenders
Chris
Ries '05 and Ben
Grandjean '07, who
both had outstanding
season 's last year
with save percentages
above 90 and goal
against
averages
below 2.5.
When asked about
the team 's goals for
the year Tortorella
highlighted
the
team 's overall philosJim Tortorella ophy, which deals not
Coach with winnin g nnd losing "but improving
vourself both on the
ice and outside the rink every day of the
torella also predicted yet
season." Tor
another intensely competitive senson in
the NESCAC, remarkin g thnt "Colby,
Bowdoin, Middleb ury,Trinity, Williams ,
Mnmil(on,..nll will be right up there and
things probably won't be sorted out until
the final weekend of the season in
Feb ruary,when we 'll hopefully be playing our best hockey."
The Mules first home game of tho
senson won't be until Jan. 4, though fans
wantin g to see the team early should
mark Dec. 10 on the calendars. Colby
will be traveling to Bnmswick to take on
Bowdoin in the first of two matchups
between (lie rivals (his senson.

...thin gs probably won't be
sorted out until
the final weekend of the season in Februar y,
when we'll
hopefully be
playing our best
hockey.

included a win over

Middlebury , (the
eventual D-HI national champion) on the
road and n win over Williams College in
the opening round of thc»ESCAC playoffs. The Mules, however, were also
swept by Bowdoin College Inst year,
something which the team hopes lo
avoid this year.
One of the main challenges facing this
yenr 's team will be the loss of six
seniors, including two of the team's top
three scorers from Inst year. Conch Jim
Tortorella snid, "It's nlwnys hard to lose
p layers to graduation, especially in the
NESCAC, the best college hockey conference in the country." Tortorella, however, has high hopes for the Incoming
class nnd expects nil eight first-yenrs on

assists last season.
Michele Barmash '05
Lynn Hasday '05
Captain
will be tending the
Colby net after havlenders and wc
in g 342 saves Inst season.
expect every sin gle player on our
Barmash is confident that the new tenm to step up nnd make their mark
first-year students on the team will
in the league this year. Wo definitely
stop it up and be nn important piece plan on b eing n contender for the
of the team. "With the massive firs t- NESCAC champ ionship this year; we
yenr class that wo have this year, will he n team that is hard to bent."
there is no doubt that wo will be n
force in the NESCAC," she said.
The Mules will also be under the
direction of n now head conch. David
Vendctti has coached nt the
University of Southern Maine for the
Indoor track prepares for season
past four years, during which time
An increa se in size, including mnny talented
the Huskies have accumulated n 60paoeo
first-yenrs, gives the tonm optimism.
34-8 record.,Jennifer Holsten will be
tho assistant conch, after being tho
Alpine skiing read y for season
head coach of tho Mules for eight
The alpine skiing tenm looks to improve on ifs
years. Bnrmash is optimistic about
paoeo
the effect tho conches will have on
spcctuculnr 2003-2004 senson.
the tonm this your. "Our now conch
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